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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we show the global solvability and the existence of the
scattering operator for the quasilinear hyperbolic equation of Kirchhoff
type
{
2u
t2
=m(&{u&2)2 2u in Rnx_Rt ,
(QE)
u(x, 0)=,0(x),
u
t
(x, 0)=0(x),
where
m # C1([0, )) and inf
*0
m(*)(=m0)>0. (0.1)
For analytic initial data, the global existence for the above equation has
been studied by several authors and has been shown by D’Ancona and
Spagnolo [5] under very weak conditions on m (for other results see the
reference in [5]).
On the other hand, concerning the global existence for non-analytic initial
data, we know only the results of Greenberg and Hu [11], Pokhozhaev
[18] and D’Ancona and Spagnolo [68]. Greenberg and Hu [11] first
showed global existence for small initial data satisfying some decay con-
ditions of order 2 with respect to x when n=1 and m(x)2=x+1 by
introducing a transformation from the solution into a pair of unknown
functions and studied some asymptotic behavior of the transformed pair of
functions. In particular, they proved that the function m(&{u( } , t)&2L2)
converges to a number c as t  \. Pokhozhaev [18] showed global
existence for arbitrary initial data belonging to H2(Rn)_H1(Rn) in the case
m(x)2=(a1x+a2)&2 with positive constants a1 and a2 , by showing that
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the H2(Rn)_H1(Rn) energy is conserved in this case. D’Ancona and
Spagnolo [6] improved the result of Greenberg and Hu [11] by showing
global existence for hyperbolic type equations of more general form with m
satisfying (0.1) for small initial data satisfying some decay conditions of
order 2 with respect to x, and D’Ancona and Spagnolo [7] showed global
solvability for (QE) with perturbation for initial data with compact
support. D’Ancona and Spagnolo [8] gave a general condition for initial
data sufficient for the global solvability of (QE) in the case n2; they
showed the global solvability for smooth initial data (,, ) with small
&,&H 2, 2+&&H 1, 2 norm, (see Notation 1.4 for the notation H s, p). In [8],
they treated (QE) also with the function m(x)2=xa1+a2 (a10, a20),
and showed global solvability for initial data sufficiently close to the
restriction of a traveling wave solution at t=0.
Recently, Ghisi [10] showed the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of
(QE) given by D’Ancona and Spagnolo [7] for initial data in C 0 (R
n)
with small &,&H 2, 3+&&H 1, 3 norm. She proved that every solution of (QE)
as above approaches a solution of the linear wave equation with wave
speed c in the topology of H(Rn). She also showed the continuity of the
inverse of the wave operator with respect to the topology of H(Rn).
However, so far the author knows no paper considering scattering. One
of the difficulties in the construction of wave operators for quasilinear
equations is that we cannot use Duhamel’s principle as we do for semi-
linear equations.
The purpose of this paper is to construct the wave operators and the
scattering operator in a neighborhood of the origin in some suitable func-
tion space included in HJ+1(Rn)_H J (Rn) for J12 (see Notation 1.1 for
the definition of HJ) and to show the continuity of the scattering operator
with respect to a suitable topology (see Theorem 1.3).
For the above purpose, we employ some function spaces X Jp, & (see Nota-
tion 1.3), where p is a nonnegative number and & is a positively homoge-
neous measurable function of order 0 on Rn such that [&(!); ! # Rn]/
[1, &1]. This space, although its definition is complicated, is essential here
in order to describe the scattering; that is, we show in this paper that the
wave operators, together with their inverses, map a neighborhood of the
origin in the space X Jp, & with p>2 onto another neighborhood of the origin
in the same space. For a nonnegative number p (such that pn+1 in the
case n2), a sufficient condition for initial data (,0 , 0) to be in a fixed
neighborhood of the origin in X Jp, & is that &,0&H 32, p+&0&H12, p be suf-
ficiently small (see Lemma 1.1). In particular we obtain global solvability
for initial data (,0 , 0) with small &,0&H32, p+&0&H 12, p , where 1<p in
the case n=1 and 1<pn+1 in the case n2.
In order to prove global existence, we obtain an a priori estimate for
local solutions of (QE) by modifying the transformation of Greenberg and
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Hu [11]. We prove the asymptotic behavior by way of the asymptotic
behavior of the transformed pair of unknown functions, and the scattering
by solving the Cauchy problem for the transformed pair with data at
t=\.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we state our main
results. In Section 2, we prove a condition for functions sufficient for
belonging to a fixed neighborhood of the origin in X Jp, &(R
n). In Section 3,
we show the local solvability in abstract form. In Section 4, we prove the
theorems stated in Section 1.
1. MAIN RESULTS FOR THE GLOBAL SOLVABILITY
AND THE SCATTERING
Throughout this paper we assume that m satisfies (0.1).
Notation 1.1. Let s be a real number. We write & f &H s=&(1+|!| )s f &L2 ,
where f (!)=F( f )(!)=Rn e&ix!f (x) dx. We abbreviate Hs(Rn) and L2(Rn)
to H s and L2, respectively.
We put
H s=H s(Rn)=[ f # S$C; {f # (H s&1(Rn))n],
with the norm
& f &Hs=&{f &Hs&1= :
n
j=1 "
f
xj"
2
H s&1
.
Remark 1.1. The Sobolev imbedding theorem implies H s(Rn)/
L2n(n&2s)(Rn) for n>2s, but H s(Rn) is not contained in L2(Rn) for any n
if s>0.
Notation 1.2. Let p be a nonnegative number. Let & be a positively
homogeneous measurable function of order 0 on Rn such that [&(!);
! # Rn]/[1, &1]. For a function f # L1(Rn), we denote
& f &p, &=sup
{ # R
(1+|{| ) p } |Rn ei |!| &(!){&(!) f (!) d! } .
Notation 1.3. Let p be a nonnegative number and = be a positive
number. Let & be a function in Notation 1.2. We define a set Xp, & and a
subset Yp, &, = of Xp, & as follows:
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Xp, &=[(,, ) # H 32(Rn)_H 12(Rn);
&(,, )&2Xp, &#&|!|
3 |, | 2&p, &+&|!| | | 2&p, &+&|!| 2 &(!) R(,  )&p, &<],
Yp, &, = [(,, ) # Xp, & ; &(,, )&2Xp, &+&,&
2
H1+&&
2
L2=].
For J12, we put
X Jp, &=Xp, & & (H
J+1(Rn)_H J (Rn)),
Y Jp, &, = Yp, &, = & (H
J+1(Rn)_HJ (Rn)).
We define a metric d Jp, & on the set X
J
p, & as follows:
d Jp, &((,1 , 1), (,2 , 2))=&,1&,2&HJ+1+&1&2 &H J
+&|!| 3 ( |, 1| 2&|, 2| 2)&p, &
+&|!| ( | 1| 2&| 2| 2)&p, &
+&|!| 2 &(!) R(, 1  1&, 2 2)&p, & .
Remark 1.2. We use Y Jp, &, = with p>1 for the global solvability and
p>2 for the existence of the wave operators and their inverses.
Remark 1.3. Let p be a nonnegative number. Put
& f &p(s)=sup
{ # R
(1+|{| ) p } |Rn sin( |!| {) f (!) d! } ,
& f &p(c)=sup
{ # R
(1+|{| ) p } |Rn cos( |!| {) f (!) d! } .
Let & be a function in Notation 1.2. Using the equality
|
Rn
ei |!| &(!){&(!) f (!) d!=|
Rn
cos( |!| {) &(!) f (!) d!
+i |
Rn
sin( |!| {) f (!) d!, (1.1)
we see that the following equalities hold if & is an odd function and f (!) is
a real valued even function:
& f &p, &=& f &p(s) and &&(!) f &p, &=& f &p(c) .
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Since , and  are real-valued functions, the functions | (!)| 2, |!| 2 |, (!)| 2
and R(, (!)  (!)) are real-valued even functions. Hence, the following
equalities hold if & is odd:
&|!| 3 |, | 2&p, &=&|!| 3 |, | 2&p(s) , &|!| | | 2&p, &=&|!| | | 2&p(s) ,
&|!| 2 &(!) R(,  )&p, &=&|!| 2 R(,  )&p(c) .
Thus & }&Xp, & is independent of the choice of an odd function &. Similarly so
is d Jp, & .
Remark 1.4. Let &1 be a function identically equal to 1. Then from
(1.1), we see that
& f &p, &1max[& f &p(s) , & f &p(c)],
for every f. Thus, from together with the above fact, it follows that
&(,, )&2Xp, &&(,, )&
2
Xp, &1
,
if & is odd. We have a similar relation between d Jp, &1 and d
J
p, & for an odd
function &.
Notation 1.4. For a real number s and a nonnegative number p, let
Hs, p denote the Hilbert space defined by
Hs, p=[ f; (x) p (D)s f # L2(Rn)]
with the norm & f &H s, p=&(x) p (D) s f &L2 , where (x) =(1+|x| 2)12 and
(D) s f =F &1((!) s f ).
Remark 1.5. It is easy to see by the calculus of pseudo-differential
operators that
Hs, p=[ f; (x) p f # Hs(Rn)](=[ f; (D) s (x) p f # L2(Rn)]),
and & f &H s, p is equivalent to &(x) p f &H s .
We give a condition on (,, ) sufficient for (,, ) # Y Jp, &, = .
Lemma 1.1. Let p be a nonnegative number. Assume that pn+1 in the
case n2. Let & be a function in Notation 1.2 such that
&(!)=sgn ! in the case n=1,
& is odd or &(!)#1 in the case n2.
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Then there exists a positive constant C=Cn, p (depending only on n and p)
such that the following inequality holds for every (,, ) # H32, p(Rn)_
H12, p(Rn);
&(,, )&2Xp, &Cn, p(&,&
2
H32, p+&&
2
H12, p). (1.2)
Remark 1.6. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 1.1, the follow-
ing inequality holds for every (,, ) # H 32(Rn)_H 12, p(Rn) such that
|D| , # H 12, p, where |D| f =F &1( |!| f );
&(,, )&2Xp, &Cn, p(&|D| ,&
2
H12, p+&&2H 12, p).
The metric d Jp, & in Notation 1.3 is dominated by the norms which we are
familiar with.
Lemma 1.2. Assume the same condition as in Lemma 1.1. Let J12.
Then there exists a positive constant C=Cn, p such that the following
holds for every (,1 , 1), (,2 , 2) # (H J+1(Rn) & H32, p(Rn))_(H J (Rn) &
H12, p(Rn)) such that
d Jp, &((,1 , 1), (,2 , 2))
&{,1&{,2 &HJ+&1&2&HJ
+C :
2
j=1
(&,j&H32, p+&j &H12, p)(&,1&,2&H 32, p+&1&2 &H 12, p).
We describe our results.
Theorem 1.1 (Unique Global Solvability). Let J12 and p>1. Let &
be a function in Notation 1.2. Then there exist positive =0 and E0 such
that if ==0 , then the following holds: For every (,0 , 0) # Y Jp, &, = , the
Cauchy problem (QE) has a unique global solution (u(t), u(t)t) #
1i=0 C
i(R, H J+1&i (Rn))_Ci(R, HJ&i (Rn)) .
Furthermore (u(t), u(t)t) # Yp, &, E0= for every t # R.
Remark 1.7. In Theorem 1.1, assume furthermore that ,0 # L2(Rn).
Then the solution u(t) belongs to 2i=0 C
i(R, H J+1&i (Rn)) .
Remark 1.8. D’Ancona and Spagnolo [8] (see also [6]) showed global
solvability for smooth initial data (,0 , 0) in Y 12k, &, = such that ,0 # L
2(Rn),
where k>1, &(!)#1 and =>0 is sufficiently small, although they did
not introduce Y 12k, &, = . Then they showed in [8] that a pair of smooth
functions (,0 , 0) belongs to Y 12k, &, = provided that &,0&H2, k+&0 &H1, k or
&|D& ,0&H12, k+&0&H 12, k is sufficiently small in the case n2, where k is
a nonnegative integer such that kn+1 (see Lemma A in Section 2).
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Applying the complex interpolation theorem to a slight modifica-
tion of this result, we see that (,0 , 0) belongs to Y 12k, &, = provided
&,0&H32, p+&0&H12, p or &|D| ,0&H 12, p+&0&H12, p is sufficiently small,
where p is a nonnegative number such that pn+1 in the case n2 (see
Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.6). In particular, we relax the sufficient condition
of D’Ancona and Spagnolo on the decay order; we obtain global
solvability for initial data (,0 , 0) with small &,0&H 32, p+&0&H12, p or
&|D| ,0&H 12, p+&0 &H 12, p, where p is a real number with p>1 in the case
n=1, and 1<pn+1 in the case n2.
Remark 1.9. For every R # R, and j=0, 1, 2, put
Mj (R)= sup
0*R }
 j
* j
m(*) } . (1.3)
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that there exists a positive
constant K1 dependent only on p such that if
M1 \ =0m0 \M0(=0)+
1
m0++\M0(=0)+
1
m0+ =0Km20 ,
then =0 satisfies the assertion of Theorem 1.1. Thus, especially for the linear
equation, we can take =0>0 arbitrarily large.
Theorem 1.2. Let J12 and p>2. Let & be a function as in Notation
1.2. Then there exist positive constants =1 (=0) and E1 such that the following
holds: Assume that ==1 . Let (,0 , 0) # Y Jp, &, = , and u(t) be the solution of
(QE) corresponding to (,0 , 0). Then there exist the limits
lim
t  \
&{u(t)&2L2=* , lim
t  \ "
u(t)
t "
2
L2
=m(*)2 * , (1.4)
where * is a positive number determined uniquely by the equality
1
2M(*)+
1
2m(*)
2 *= 12M(&{,0 &
2
L2)+
1
2&0&
2
L2 (1.5)
with the function M(x)=x0 m(z)
2 dz. That is, the ratio of the potential energy
M(&{u(t)&2L2)2 to the kinetic energy &u(t)t&22 tends to M(*)m(*)2 * .
Put
c =m(*) (= lim
t  \
m(&{u(t)&2L2)). (1.6)
Then
c&m(&{u(t)&2L2)=O( |t|
1& p) (t  \),
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and there exists a unique global solution (v(t), v(t)t)=(v\(t), v\(t)t)
# 1i=0 C
i(R; H J+1&i (Rn))_Ci(R; H J&i (Rn)) of
2v
t2
=c2 2v in R
n
x_Rt , (LE; c)
such that
lim
t  \ \&{u(t)&{v\(t)&L2+"
u
t
(t)&
v\
t
(t)"L2+=0. (1.7\)
Furthermore it holds that
lim
t  \ \&{u(t)&{v\(t)&H J+"
u
t
(t)&
v\
t
(t)"HJ+=0, (1.8\)
&{u(t)&{v\(t)&HJ&1+"ut (t)&
v\
t(t) "H J&1
=O( |t| 2& p), as t  \. (1.9\)
The inverses of the wave operators
W &1\ : (,0 , 0) [ (,\, \)=\v\(0), v\t (0)+
map Y Jp, &, = to Y
J
p, &, E1=
, and the following formula holds:
c=m \&{,\&
2
L2+c
&2
 &\&
2
L2
2 + . (1.10\)
Remark 1.10. Theorem 1.2 is similar to Theorem 2 of Ghisi [10], but
we give its precise statement and its proof for the following reasons.
For one thing, Ghisi [10] did not give the order of the convergence
(1.9\) explicitly, while she proved the convergence in H, which is
stronger than ours.
For another, Ghisi [10] proved the theorem by regarding (QE) as the
linear equation with the coefficient c(t)2=m(&{u(t)&2L2)2, applying the
argument of Arosio [1] which shows the convergence of the solutions of
a linear equation in a bounded domain with a time dependent coefficient
to solutions of a linear equation with constant coefficients to the case of an
unbounded domain, and describing explicitly the difference of the above
two solutions. On the other hand, we prove Theorem 1.2 by way of the
asymptotic behavior of the transformed unknown functions. We prove the
scattering (Theorem 1.3) by studying along this way the Cauchy problem
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for the transformed functions with data at t=\ and making use of some
facts in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Now we state our main theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Existence and Continuity of the Scattering Operator).
Assume that m # C2([0, ); [m0 , )). Let J12 and p>2. Let & be a
function as in Notation 1.2. Let =1 and E1 be the constants in Theorem 1.2.
Then there exist a positive constant K0 depending only on p and positive
constants =2 , E2 , and E3 such that the following holds for every ==2 :
(i) Let (,, ) # Y Jp, &, = . Then a positive number c is determined
uniquely by
c=m \&{,&
2
L2+c
&2
 &&
2
L2
2 + . (1.11)
Let v be the solution of (LW; c) with v(0)=,, (vt)(0)=. Then there
exists a unique global solution (u\(t), u\(t)t) # 1i=0 C
i(R; HJ+1&i (Rn))
_Ci(R; HJ&i (Rn)) of (QE) such that
lim
t  \ \&{u\(t)&{v(t)&L2+"
u\
t
(t)&
v
t
(t)"L2+=0 (1.12\)
and that
lim sup
t  \ \(1+|t| ) p }
d
dt
log(m(&{u\(t)2L2)) }+K0 m0 . (1.13\)
It holds furthermore that
lim
t  \ \&{u\(t)&{v(t)&H J+"
u\
t
(t)&
v
t
(t)"HJ+=0, (1.14\)
&{u\(t)&{v(t)&HJ&1+"u\t (t)&
v
t
(t)"H J&1
=O( |t| 2& p), as t  \, (1.15\)
sup
t # R \(1+|t| ) p }
d
dt
log(m(&{u\(t)2L2)) }+E3=. (1.16\)
The operator W\ maps Y Jp, &, = to Y
J
p, &, E2=
.
(ii) If = satisfies ==1 E2 as well, then the scattering operator
S=W &1+ W& is continuous from Y
J
p, &, = equipped with the metric d
J
p, & to
YJp, &, E1 E2 = equipped with the metric of H
J+1(Rn)_HJ (Rn).
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Remark 1.11. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.3(i) with =2
replaced by a smaller constant, there exists a unique global solution
(u\(t), u\(t)t) # 1i=0 C
i(R; H J+1&i (Rn))_C i(R; H J&i (Rn)) of (QE)
satisfying (1.12\) and the following (1.17\) instead of (1.13\):
\u(0), u(0)t + # Y Jp, &, E2 = . (1.17\)
In fact, the existence follows from the conclusion on the range of W\ in
(i) of Theorem 1.3. For the uniqueness, see the last part of the proof of
(Step 4) of Theorem 1.3(i).
Remark 1.12. From the proof, we see that Theorem 1.3 holds by taking
K0=
1
3
min { 1K6 , 2= ,
where
K6=sup
s # R
|

&
(1+|s| ) p d_
(1+|_| ) p (1+|_&s| ) p
(<).
2. PROOF OF SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR
BELONGING TO Y Jp, &, =
D’Ancona and Spagnolo [8] showed the following.
Lemma A (Lemma A of D’Ancona and Spagnolo [8]). Let n2, let +
be a nonnegative number and let k be an integer such that 0kn++. Then
there exists a positive constant C=Cn, k such that the following inequality
holds for every f1 , f2 # C 0 ((R
n):
(1+|{| )k } |Rn ei |!| {f 1(!) f 2(!) |!| + d! }Cn, k & f1&H +2, k & f2&H +2, k .
The proofs of Greenberg and Hu [11] and D’Ancona and Spagnolo
[68] applied integration by parts k times to obtain estimates leading to
global solvability from the decay condition of order k on the initial data
such as the condition appearing in Lemma A. This is why k must be an
integer. By complex interpolation, we can replace the integer k with a real
number p in the above lemma.
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Lemma 2.1. Let +1 and +2 be nonnegative numbers, and put +=+1++2 .
Let p be a nonnegative number. Assume that pn++ in the case n2. Then
there exists a positive constant C=Cn, p such that the following inequality
holds for every fj # H +j , p( j=1, 2):
(1+|{| ) p } |R ei{!f 1(!) f 2(!) !+ d! }
C1, p & f1&H +1 , p & f2&H +2 , p in the case n=1, (2.1)
(1+|{| ) p } |Rn ei |!| {f 1(!) f 2(!) |!| + d! }
Cn, p& f1&H +1 , p & f2&H +2 , p in the case n2. (2.2)
Proof. First, (2.1) and (2.2) hold if p in the statement is an integer. In
fact, from the proof of Lemma A of D’Ancona and Spagnolo [8], except
using the factorization f 1(!) f 2(!) |!| += f 1(!) |!| +1 f 2(!) |!| +2 in place of
f 1(!) f 2(!) |!| += f 1(!) |!| +2 f 2(!) |!| +2 in the proof, we see that (2.2) for
fj # S(Rn)( j=1, 2) holds. In the same way but taking ! instead of |!|, we
have (2.1). In view the denseness of S(Rn) in H +j , p, (2.1) and (2.2) hold
for every fj # H +j , p( j=1, 2).
Next, we show that (2.1) holds also for a number p which is not an
integer. We can express p=k+%, where k is a nonnegative integer (such
that kn++ if n2) and 0<%<1. For every real number q, let Zq be a
Banach space defined by
Zq=[ f ({); (1+|{| )q f ({) # L(R)],
with the norm & f &Zq=&(1+|{| )
q f &L . Let T be a bilinear operator from
H +1 , k_H +2 , k to Zk defined by
T( f1 , f2)=|
R
ei{!f 1(!) f 2(!) !+ d! in the case n=1,
T( f1 , f2)=|
Rn
ei |!| {f 1(!) f 2(!) |!| + d! in the case n2.
Then (2.1) and (2.2) with p=k, k+1 mean that
&T( f1 , f2)&ZqC & f1&H +1 , q & f2&H +2 , q (q=k, k+1).
It is easy to see that the complex interpolation spaces (Zk , Zk+1)[%] and
(H +j , k, H +j , k+1)[%] ( j=1, 2) coincide with Zk+% and H +j , k+%( j=1, 2),
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respectively. Hence, the multilinear interpolation theorem (see Theorem
4.4.1 of [4] for example) implies that
&T( f1 , f2)&Zk+%C & f1 &H +1 , k+% & f2 &H +2 , k+% ,
which implies the conclusion. K
Proof of Lemma 1.1. By Remark 1.4, we may assume that &#1 in the
case n2. Take f1 , f2 and +1 , +2 in Lemma 2.1 as in the following three
cases: f1= f2=,, +1=+2=32; f1= f2=, +1=+2=12; f1=,, f2=,
+1=32, +2=12. Then we obtain the assertion. K
Proof of Remark 1.6. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.1
except taking +1=+2=12 in all the cases and taking |D| , instead of ,,
we see that the assertion holds. K
Proof of Lemma 1.2. We only prove Lemma in the case n2. The
assertion in the case n=1 can be proved in the same way. Then we may
assume that &#1, by Remark 1.4. Take f1 and f2 in Lemma 2.1 as in the
following two cases; f1= g1 , f2= g2& g4 or f1= g1& g3 , f2= g4 . Then we
obtain
&( g^1(!) g^2(!)& g^3(!) g^4(!)) |!| +1++2&p, &
Cp, n(&g1&H +1 , p &g2& g4 &H +2 , p+&g1& g3&H +1 , p &g4&H +2 , p).
Taking g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 in the above inequality in the following three cases
yield the conclusion g1= g2=,1 , g3= g4=,2 , +1=+2=32; g1=,1 ,
g2=1 , g3=,2 , g4=2 , +1=32, +2=12; g1= g2=1 , g3= g4=2 ,
+1=+2=12. K
3. LOCAL SOLVABILITY
In order to prove the global existence, we obtain an a priori estimate for
local solutions of (QE) by modifying the transformation of Greenberg and
Hu [11]. For the local solvability of (QE) on H J+1(Rn)_HJ (Rn) with
J12 (without smallness and decay condition), we prove the local
solvability in the abstract form
{
2u
t2
=m(&Bu&2) B2u+ f (t) in H_Rt ,
(AE)
u(x, 0)=,0(x),
u
t
(x, 0)=0(x),
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where B is an injective nonnegative self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space
H with norm & }&. Here we remark that if we take H=L2(Rn) and
B=(&2)12, then (AE) implies (QE).
Notation 3.1. For _0, we define a Banach space
G_=D((B+I )_)
with the norm
&x&_=&(B+I )_ x&.
For _<0, we define G_ as the dual space of G&_ . Then G_ becomes a
Banach space equipped with the norm &x&_=&(B+I )_ x&. For _ # R, we
define a Banach space G_(#G_) as the completion of G_ with respect to
the norm &B}&_&1.
Remark 3.1. In general, the relation G_/G_ holds. If 0 belongs to the
resolvent of B, then G_ coincides with G_ and the norms are equivalent.
Remark 3.2. In the case H=L2(Rn) and B=(&2)12, it holds that
G_=H_(Rn) and G_=H _(Rn) for _ # R.
Unique local existence for the problem related to (AE) was proved
without smallness and decay conditions. For initial data in G2_G1 , it was
proved by many authors; see Yamada [20], Ikehata [12], Ikehata and
Okazawa [13]; see also Ebihara, Medeiros and Miranda [9], Yamada
[21], and Yamazaki [22] for the degenerate case (m0), where 0 is
assumed to belong to Gs for suitable s>1 in the case ,0=0. For initial
data (,0 , 0) # G32_G12 , Arosio and Garavaldi [2] proved the unique
local existence of a solution (see also Medeiros and Miranda [17], Matos
[16], and Arosio and Panizzi [3]). But in this section, we prove the
unique local existence of a solution for (,0 , 0) # G32_G12 . We need to
solve (AE) for the above initial data, since we construct the scattering
operator on a neighborhood of the origin in a suitable subspace included
in HJ+1(Rn)_HJ (Rn), but not in HJ+1(Rn)_H J (Rn). Besides, it seems
to be natural to solve (AE) in the space G32_G12 , since this is a necessary
and sufficient condition for Bu, ut # G12 .
Theorem 3.1 (Local Existence for (AE)). Let J12. Assume that
(,0 , 0) # GJ+1(Rn)_GJ (Rn) and f # L1([0, 1]; GJ (Rn)) & C([0, 1];
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GJ&1(Rn)). Then there exists T>0 such that (AE) on [0, T] has a unique
solution
\u(t), u(t)t + # ,
1
i=0
Ci([0, T]; GJ+1&i (Rn))_Ci([0, T]; GJ&i (Rn)).
Remark 3.3. In Theorem 3.1, assume furthermore that , is an element
of H. Then
u(t) # ,
2
i=0
Ci([0, T]; GJ+1&i (Rn)).
Remark 3.4. The number T in Theorem 3.1 and the following Lemma
3.1 will be determined later in Lemma 3.4.
By putting Bu=v and ut=w, (AE) is transformed into the following
Cauchy problem:
{
d
dt \
v
w+=\
0
&m(&v&2)2 B
B
0 +\
v
w++\
0
f+
\ vw+=\
v0
w0+\=\
Bu0
u1 ++ # GJ_GJ .
(SE)
Thus, Theorem 3.1 immediately follows from the next lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Local Existence for (SE)). Let J12. Assume that
(v0 , w0) # GJ_GJ and f # L1([0, 1]; GJ) & C([0, 1]; GJ&1). Then there
exists T>0 such that (SE) on [0, T] has a solution
(v, w) # ,
1
i=0
Ci([0, T]; GJ&i_GJ&i). (3.1)
The uniqueness of the solution holds in the class of Lipschitz functions.
Lemma 3.2 (The Uniqueness for (SE)). Let
(vj , wj) # L([0, T]; G12_G12) & Lip([0, T]; G&12_G&12) (3.2)
be solutions of (AE) with the same initial data, for j=1, 2. Then v1(t)=v2(t)
and w1(t)=w2(t) for every t # [0, T].
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First we prove Lemma 3.1 by the fixed point theorem. Let (v0 , w0) #
GJ_GJ and fix it. For a positive number R, let DR be a set of all functions
c # Lip([0, T]) such that
c(0)=m(&v0&2), (g1)
c(t)m0 for every t # [0, T], (g2)
|c$(t)|R for a.e. on (0, T ). (g3)
Let c be an arbitrary element of DR . Let f # L1([0, 1]; GJ) & C([0, 1];
GJ&1). We consider the following linear Cauchy problem:
d
dt \
v
w+ (t)=\
0
&c(t) B
B
0 +\
v
w+ (t)+\
0
f (t)+ , (L1(c))
\ vw+ (0)=\
v0
w0+ . (L2)
We shall show the unique existence of the solution of (L1(c)) and (L2),
by using Theorem of Kato [14]. In order to describe the theorem, we state
some notations.
Notation A (See Kato [14]). Let X be a Banach space, M be a positive
number and ; be a real number. Let G(X, M, ;) denote the set of all linear
operators A in X such that &A generates a C0-semigroup [e&tA] with
&e&tA&B(X )Me ;t, 0t<. Write G(X )=M>0, &<;< G(X, M, ;).
A family of operators [A(t); 0tT] is said to be stable with stability
constants M, ; if
"‘ (A(tj)+*)&1"B(X )M(*&;)&k, *>;,
for any finite family [tj] with 0t1 } } } tkT, k=1, 2, ..., where
& }&B(X ) denotes the operator norm in X.
Kato [14] gives a criterion for A being stable.
Proposition A (Proposition 3.4 in [14]). For each t, let & }&t be a norm
in X equivalent to the original one, depending on t smoothly in the sense that
&x&Xt &x&Xse
c |t&s| for x # X s, t # [0, T].
For each t, let A(t) # G(Xt , 1, ;), where Xt means the space X with the norm
& }&Xt . Then [A(t)] is stable with stability constants M=e
2cT and ; with
respect to & }&Xs for any s # [0, T].
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Now we describe the theorem of Kato [14] with stronger assumptions
in order to apply it to our case.
Theorem B (Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.4 of Kato [14]). Let X be
a Banach space and let A(t) # G(X ), for 0tT, and assume the following
(A1) to (A3) and (F1):
(A1) [A(t)] is stable with stability constants M, ;.
(A2) There are a Banach space Y, continuously and densely embed-
ded in X, and an isomorphism S of Y onto X such that
SA(t) S&1=A(t), 0tT.
(A3) A(t) # B(Y, X ), where B(Y, X ) denotes the set of all bounded
linear operators on Y to X, with the associated norm. The mapping
t  A(t, y) is continuous in the B(Y, X )-norm.
(F1) F # C(0, T ; X ) & L1(0, T ; Y ).
Under these conditions, if , # Y, then
dU
dt
+A(t) U=F(t) for 0tT, U(0)=,,
has a unique solution
U # C([0, T]; Y ) & C 1([0, T]; X ) with U(0)=,.
We have the following;
Lemma 3.3. The Cauchy problem (L1(c))(L2) has a unique solution
(v, w) in the class (3.1). Furthermore the following estimate holds for every
_ # [0, J],
m0 &v(t)&2_+&w(t)&
2
_8_, T (v0 , w0 , f )#8_(v0 , w0 , f ) e
RTm0+T, (3.3)
for every 0tT, where
8_(v0 , w0 , f )=m(&v0&2) &v0&2_+&w0&2_+|
t
0
& f (s)&2_ ds (3.4)
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Proof. Let Xt be a Hilbert space GJ&1_GJ&1 with the inner product
\\x1y1+ , \
x1
y2++Xt=c(t)(x1 , x2)J&1+( y1 , y2)J&1 ,
and let X=X0 . Let Y be a Banach space GJ_GJ with the norm
"\xy+"
2
Y
=&x&2J+&y&2J .
Put
A(t)=\ 0&c(t) B
B
0 + , S=(I+B) \
I
0
0
I+ , F(t)=\
0
f (t)+ .
Then we have (A(t) x, x)Xt=0 for every x # D(A(t))=Y, and we easily
see that the operator A(t) is m-accretive in Xt , that is, A(t) # G(Xt , 1, 0),
for each t. From the assumption that c # DR , it follows that & }&Xt is equiv-
alent to & }&X and
} ddt "\
x1
x2+"
2
Xt
}=|c$(t)| &x1&2J&1R &x1&2J&1 Rm0 "\
x1
x2+"
2
Xt
for a.e. t. Thus, integrating the above inequality with respect to t on [s, t]
or [t, s], and using Gronwall’s inequality, we see that the inequality of the
assumption of Proposition A is satisfied. Thus by Proposition A, (A1) is
satisfied. Conditions (A2), (A3), and (f) are trivially satisfied. Thus by
Theorem B, (L1(c))(L2) has a unique solution (u, v) in the class (3.1).
Next we show the estimate (3.3) for the solution (v(t), w(t)). Let
v=(t)=(I+=B)&1 v(t), w=(t)=(I+=B)&1 w(t),
v=0=(I+=B)
&1 v0 , w=0=(I+=B)
&1 w0 .
Then
(v=, w=) # C 1([0, T]; GJ_GJ).
Multiplying both sides of (L1(c)) by (I+=B)&1, we see that (u=, v=) also
satisfies (L1(c)) and (L2) with v0 and w0 replaced by v=0 and w
=
0 , respec-
tively. Thus, differentiating c(t) &v=(t)&2_+&w=(t)&2_ with respect to t a.e. on
(0, T ) for 0_J, we obtain
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d
dt
(c(t) &v=(t)&2_+&w
=(t)&2_)
=c$(t) &v=(t)&2_+2c(t) R \(B+I )_ v=(t), (B+I )_ dv
=(t)
dt +
+2R \(B+I )_ w=(t), (B+I )_ dw
=(t)
dt +
=c$(t) &v=(t)&2_+2R((B+I )
_ w=(t), (B+I )_ f (t))
R &v=(t)&2_+&w=(t)&2_+& f (t)&2_ ;
for the last inequality, we used that c # DR . Hence by using (L2) with
v0=v=0 and w0=w
=
0 , and that c(t)m0 , we obtain
m0 &v=(t)&2_+&w
=(t)&2_c(t) &v
=(t)&2_+&w
=(t)&2_
m(&v=0 &
2) &v=0&
2
_+&w
=
0&
2
_
+|
t
0
(R &v=(s)&2_+&w
=(s)&2_) ds+|
t
0
& f (s)&2_ ds.
Thus, by using Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain
m0 &v=(t)&1_+&w
=(t)&2_8_(v
=
0 , w
=
0 , f ) e
Rtm0+t8_, T (v=0 , w
=
0 , f ), (3.5)
for 0_J. Since lim=  0 (B+I )_ (I+=B)&1 x=(B+I )_ x in H for
every x # DJ and 0_J, letting =  0 in (3.5) yields (3.3). K
We define a mapping 3 on DR by 3(c(t))=m(&v(t)&2), where v is the
unique solution of the equations (L1(c))(L2), given by Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a real number greater than M1(80(v0 , w0 , f )m0)_
812(v0 , w0 , f ) m&120 . Let T>0 be sufficiently small such that
M1 \ 1m0 80(v0 , w0 , f ) eRTm0+T+ 812(v0 , w0 , f ) m&120 eRTm0+TR. (3.6)
Then 3 is a continuous mapping from DR to DR in the topology of
L([0, T]).
Proof. First we show that 3(DR)/DR . Let c # DR , and let (v, w) be a
solution of (L1(c))(L2) given by Lemma 3.3. The conditions (g1) and (g2)
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are trivial from the definition and that mm0 . We prove (g3). From the
equality
&v(t+h)&2&&v(t)&2
h
=\(I+B)12 (v(t+h)+v(t)), (I+B)&12 v(t+h)&v(t)h +
for every t, t+h # [0, T], and the fact that v # C([0, T]; G12) & C 1([0, T];
G&12), dv(t)dt=Bw(t) and w # C([0, T]; G12), it follows that &v(t)&2 #
C1([0, T]) with
d
dt
&v(t)&2=\(I+B)12 v(t), (I+B)&12 ddt v(t)+
=((I+B)12 v(t), (I+B)&12 Bw(t))
=(B12v(t), B12w(t)). (3.7)
Hence, considering that m # C1([0, )), we have 3(c(t))=m(&v(t)&2) #
C1([0, T]) with
3 $(t)=m$(&v(t)&2)(B12v(t), B12w(t)),
for every t on (0, T ). Thus
|3 $(t)|M1(&v(t)&2) &v(t)&12 &w(t)&12 .
This inequality, together with the inequality (3.3) in Lemma 3.3 with _=0
and _=12 and the assumption (3.6), implies that |3 $(t)|R; that is, (g3)
is satisfied.
Second, we prove the continuity of 3. Let cj # DR , and let (vj , wj) be a
solution of (L1(cj))(L2), for j=1, 2. By using the fact that (vj , wj) is a
solution of (L1(cj)) in the class (3.1), we can differentiate &(v1&v2)(t)&2
and &(w1&w2)(t)&2 with respect to t on (0, T ) in the same way as in the
proof of (3.7), and obtain
d
dt
&(v1&v2)(t)&2=2R(B12(v1&v2)(t), B12(w1&w2)(t)),
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and
d
dt
&(w1&w2)(t)&2=2R(B12(w1&w2)(t), &c1(t) B12v1(t)+c2(t) B12v2(t))
=&2c1(t) R(B12(w1&w2)(t), B12(v1(t)&v2(t)))
+2(c2&c1)(t) R(B12(w1&w2)(t), B12v2(t)).
From these equalities, it follows that
d
dt \c1(t) &(v1&v2)(t)&2+&(w1&w2)(t)&2+
=c$1(t) &(v1&v2)(t)&2+2(c2&c1)(t) R(B12v2 , B12(w1&w2)(t))
R &(v1&v2)(t)&2+2 &c2&c1 &L(0, T ) &v2 &12 &(w1&w2)(t)&12
R &(v1&v2)(t)&2+2 &c2&c1 &L(0, T ) m&120 812, T (v0 , w0 , f ),
for every 0tT. Here, for the last inequality, we used (3.3) of Lemma
3.3. Hence, by using the facts v1(0)=v2(0), w1(0)=w2(0), and c1(t)m0 ,
it follows from the integration of the above inequality that
m0 &(v1&v2)(t)&2m0 &(v1&v2)(t)&2+&(w1&w2)(t)&2
R |
t
0
&(v1&v2)(s)&2 ds
+2 &c2&c1 &L(0, T ) m&120 T812, T (v0 , w0 , f ),
for every 0tT. Thus by Gronwall’s Lemma, we obtain
m0 &(v1&v2)(t)&22m&120 T812, T (v0 , w0 , f ) &c2&c1 &L(0, T ) e
RTm0,
for every 0tT. The above inequality, together with the boundedness of
&vj (t)&2 for j=1, 2 (see (3.3)), implies the continuity of the mapping from
c(t) to &v(t)&2 in the topology of L([0, T]). From this and the assump-
tion that m is continuous, the continuity of 3 follows. K
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let T be a number satisfying (3.6). The set DR is
a compact convex closed set in L([0, T]) by the AscoliArzela Theorem.
It follows from this fact and Lemma 3.4 that 3 has a fixed point c. Then
we easily see that the solution corresponding to (L1(c))(L2) given by
Lemma 3.3 is a solution of (SE) belonging to the class (3.1). K
Last we prove the uniqueness.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. Put
E(t)=m(&v1(t)&2) &v1(t)&v2(t)&2&12+&w1(t)&w2(t)&2&12 .
From the assumption that (vj , wj) # Lip(R; G&12_G&12), the function
E(t) is differentiable with respect to t a.e. on (0, T ). Since (vj , wj) ( j=1, 2)
are solutions of (SE), they satisfy (L1(cj)) with cj (t)=m(&vj (t)&). Differen-
tiate E(t) with respect to t. Then we have
d
dt
E(t)=2(m(&v1(t)&2)&m(&v2(t)&2))
_((I+B)&12 Bv2(t), (I+B)&12 (w1&w2)(t))
+m$(&v1(t)&2)(B12v1(t), B12w1(t)) &v1(t)&v2(t)&2&12 , (3.8)
a.e. t. Let Qj ( j=1, 2, ..., 7) denote constants depending on 2j=1 sup0tT
(&vj (t)&12+&wj (t)&12). Since (vj , wj) belongs to the class (3.2), functions
&vj (t)&12+&wj (t)&12 ( j=1, 2) are uniformly bounded. Thus we have
|m(&v1(t)&2)&m(&v2(t)&2)|
=|m$(% &v1(t)&2+(1&%) &v2(t)&2)| |&v1(t)&2&&v2(t)&2| (0<%<1)
Q1 |(v1(t)+v2(t), v1(t)&v2(t))|
=Q1|((I+B)12 (v1(t)+v2(t)), (I+B)&12 (v1(t)&v2(t)))|
Q2 &(I+B)&12 (v1(t)&v2(t))&=Q2 &v1(t)&v2(t)&&12 , (3.9)
((I+B)&12 Bv2(t), (I+B)&12 (w1&w2)(t))
&v2(t)&12 &w1(t)&w2(t)&&12
Q3 &w1(t)&w2(t)&&12 , (3.10)
and
|m$(&v1(t)&2)(B12v1(t), B12w1(t))|Q4 &v1(t)&12 &w1(t)&12Q5 . (3.11)
Substituting (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) into (3.8), we obtain
d
dt
E(t)Q6(&v1(t)&v2(t)&&12 &w1(t)&w2(t)&&12+&v1(t)&v2(t)&2&12)
Q7E(t).
By using Gronwall’s Lemma, the above inequality implies that E(t)=0 for
every t # [0, T]. This means the uniqueness of the solution. K
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4. ESTIMATES FOR TRANSFORMED EQUATION
We modify the transformation of Greenberg and Hu [11] as follows, in
order to apply Rn for every n=1, 2, ... .
Notation 4.1. Let & be a positively homogeneous odd measurable func-
tion on Rn such that &(!)=1 or &(!)=&1, and fix it. Let J12.
For every u such that (u(t), u(t)t) # 1i=0 W
i, (R; HJ+1&i (Rn)_
HJ&i (Rn)) . We define G&(u) as in the following. From the fact that u(t) #
1i=0 W
i, (R; H32&i (Rn)) , it follows that
} 1h (&{u(t+h)&2L2&&{u(t)&2L2) }

&(1+|!)&12 |!|(u^(t+h)&u^(t))&L2
h
&(1+|!| )12 |!| (u^(t+h)+u^(t))&L2
is bounded for every h. Thus &{u(t)&2L2 # Lip(R), which together with the
assumption that m # C1 implies that m(&{u(s)&2) # Lip(R).
Replace the variable t by { defined by
{(t)=|
t
0
m(&{u(s)&2) ds. (4.1)
Since d{dtm0>0, the correspondence between t and { is C1-class
bijective in R. Then let G&(u)=(c, A, B), where
c({)=m(&{u(t)&2L2)(m0),
A(!, {)=ei |!| &(!) } {(t)(m(&{u(t)&2)&12 u^t(!, t)
&im(&{u(t)&2)12 |!| &(!) u^(!, t)),
B(!, {)=e&i |!| &(!) } {(t)(m(&{u(t)&2)&12 u^t(!, t)
+im(&{u(t)&2)12 |!| &(!) u^(!, t)).
From the fact that |!| u^(t), u^(t)t # 1i=0 W
i, (R; F(H J&i (Rn))), and
that m(&{u(s)&2) # Lip(R), it follows that (c, (A, B)) # Lip(R; [m0 , ))_
1j=0 W
j, (R; F(H J& j (Rn))_F(HJ& j (Rn))), where F(HJ (Rn)) is the
Banach space with the norm
& f &F(H J)=&(1+|!| )
J f &2L2 .
By the definition of G& , we easily see that the following relation holds:
c({)=m \ 14c({) &e&i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) } {B(!, {)&2L2+ . (4.2)
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Remark 4.1. If u(t) # 1i=0 C
i(R; H J+1&i (Rn)) (J12), then c # C1(R)
and (A, B) # 1j=0 C
j (R; F(HJ& j (Rn)_F(H J& j (Rn)).
In fact, it follows from u(t) # 1i=0 C
i(R, H32&i (Rn)) that
1
h
(&{u(t+h)&2L2&&{u(t)&
2
L2)
=|
Rn
((1+|!| )&12 |!|(u^(t+h)&u^(t)))
h
((1+|!| )12 |!|(u^(t+h)+u^(t))) d!
tends to
2 |
Rn \(1+|!| )&12 |!|
u^(t)
t + ((1+|!| )12 |!| u^(t)) d!( # C(R))
as h  0. Thus &{u(t)&2L2 # C
1(R). The assertion follows from this fact, the
assumptions on u, and that m # C1.
Notation 4.2. Let J0. Define the mapping G0, & from (0, )_
HJ+1(Rn)_H J (Rn) to F(HJ (Rn))_F(H J (Rn)), by (A, B)=G0, &(*, ,, ),
where
A(!)=*&12 (!)&i*12 |!| &(!) , (!),
B(!)=*&12 (!)+i*12 |!| &(!) , (!).
Next we define the inverses of the above operators G& and G0, & . For this
purpose, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let J0. For every f # F(HJ (Rn)), there uniquely exists
w # HJ+1(Rn) such that
|!| &(!) w^(!)= f (!). (4.4)
Proof. Since |!j |( |!| &(!))1, we have !j f (!)( |!| &(!)) # F(H J (Rn)),
for j=1, ..., n. Thus put
wj=F &1 \ !j|!| &(!) f + # HJ (Rn) ( j=1, ..., n). (4.5)
Since

xk
wj=F &1 \ !k!j|!| &(!) f +=F &1\
!j!k
|!| &(!)
f += xj wk # S$(Rn),
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there uniquely exists w # S$(Rn)C such that

xj
w=wj (# H J (Rn)) ( j=1, ..., n).
From this formula and (4.5), it follows that w # HJ (Rn) and that
!j ( f (!)( |!| &(!)) & w^) = w^j (!) & w^j (!) = 0 for every j = 1, ..., n. Thus
f (!)( |!| &(!))&w^(!)=a $(!) with some constant a, where $(!) is Dirac’s
delta measure, and hence w satisfies (4.4). K
Notation 4.3. Let J0. Define the mapping G0, & from (0, )_
F(H J (Rn))_F(HJ (Rn)), to HJ+1(Rn)_H J (Rn) by (,, )=G0, &(*, A, B),
where
|!| &(!) , (!)=
i
2
*&12(A(!)&B(!)), (4.6)
 (!)=
1
2
*12(A(!)+B(!)). (4.7)
Here the well-definedness of , # H1(Rn) follows from Lemma 4.1.
Notation 4.4. Let J12. Define the mapping G& from Lip(R; [m0 , ))
_1j=0 W
j, (R; F(H J& j (Rn)) _F(HJ& j (Rn))) to 1j=0 W
i, (R;
HJ+1&i (Rn)) by G&(c, (A, B))=u(t), as follows: Change variable { by t as
t({)=|
{
0
d’
c(’)
.
Since dtd{m0>0, the correspondence between t and { is C1-class
bijective in R. Then by Lemma 4.1 we can define u(t) # HJ+1 by
|!| &(!) u^(t, !)=
i
2
c({)&12 (e&i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) } {B(!, {)), (4.8)
for every t # R. Then we see that
u^t(t, !)= 12c({)
12 (e&i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {)+ei |!| &(!) } {B(!, {)), (4.9)
and (u(t), u(t)t) # 1i=0 W
i, (R; H J+1&i (Rn)_HJ&i (Rn)). We also see
that if (c, A, B)=G&(u), then relations (4.8) and (4.9) hold.
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We see that the equation (QE) is transformed to the following (TE0)
with (A (!), B (!))=G0, &(m(&{,0&2L2), ,0 , 0) under the correspondence G& :

{
A(!, {)=&q({) e2i |!| &(!) {B(!, {)

{
B(!, {)=&q({) e&2i |!| &(!) {A(!, {),
(TET)
c({)=m \ 14c({) &e&i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) } {B(!, {)&2L2+ ,
A(!, T )=A (!), B(!, T )=B (!),
where q({)=c$({)2c({). Here, A(!, T )=A (!) and B(!, T )=B (!) mean
that
lim
t  T
A(!, t)=A (!) and lim
t  T
B(!, t)=B (!) in F(H J),
if T=\.
According to Greenberg and Hu [11], we introduce the space Cp as
follows.
Notation 4.5. Let p be a positive number. Let I be an interval of R. For
a function f on R, denote
| f |p, I=sup
t # I
(1+|t| ) p | f (t)|.
Let
Cp(I )=[c( } ); c( } ) # C1(R), |c$|p, I<],
for p>1. The space Cp(I ) becomes a Banach space with the norm:
&c&Cp(I )=max[sup
{ # I
|c({)|, |c$| p, I].
For a positive number $, let
Cp, $(I )=[c( } ) # Cp(I ); c({)m0 , |c$|p, I$].
The space Cp, $(I ) becomes a closed subspace of Cp(I ).
In the case I=R, we abbreviate I(=R) in the above notations:
| f |p, R=| f |p , Cp(R)=Cp , Cp, $(R)=Cp, $ .
We shall define some sets which correspond to Notation 1.3.
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Notation 4.6. Let J12, let p be a nonnegative number, and let = be
a positive number. We define a set Xp, & and a subset Yp, &, = in Xp, & as
follows:
Xp, &=[(A, B) # F(H12(Rn))_F(H12(Rn));
&(A, B)&2Xp, &#&|!| AB &p,&+&|!| ( |A|
2+|B| 2)&p, &<],
Yp, &, ==[(A, B) # Xp, & ; &(A, B)&Xp, &+&A&
2
L2+&B&
2
L2=].
For J12, we put
X Jp, &=Xp, & & (F(H
J (Rn))_F(H J (Rn))),
Y Jp, &, = Yp, &, = & (F(H
J (Rn))_F(H J (Rn))).
We define a metric d Jp, & on the set X
J
p, & as follows:
d Jp, &((A1 , B1), (A2 , B2))#d p, &((A1 , B1), (A2 , B2))
+&A1&A2&F(HJ)+&B1&B2&F(H J) ,
where
d p, &((A1 , B 1), (A2 , B 2))#&|!| (A1B1&A2B2)&p, &
+&|!|( |A1 | 2+|B1 | 2&|A2 | 2&|B2 | 2)&p, & .
Lemma 4.2. Let J and m0 be nonnegative numbers. Then the following
holds.
(i) Let *, p, =>0. It holds that both G0, &(*, } , } ) b G0, &(*, } , } ) and
G0, &(*, } , } ) b G0, &(*, } , } ) are the identity operator on L2(Rn)_L2(Rn).
Furthermore G0, &(*, } , } ) Y Jp, &, = / Y
J
p, &, =$ where =$ = 3 max[*, 1*] =,
G0, &(*, } , } ) Y Jp, &, =/Y
J
p, &, =" where ="=(*+1*) = and the following
inequalities hold:
&G0, &(*, ,, )&2F(HJ)_F(HJ)2 max {*, 1*= (&,&2HJ+1+&&2H J), (4.10)
&G0, &(*, A, B)&2HJ+1_H J
1
2
max {*, 1*= (&A&2F(H J)+&B&2F(HJ)). (4.11)
(ii) Let m1>m0 . Then G0, & is Lipschitz continuous from [m0 , m1]_
YJk, &, = to Y
J
k, &, =$ and G0, & is Lipschitz continuous from [m0 , m1]_Y
J
p, &, =
to Y Jp, &, =$ , where =$=3 max[m1 , 1m0] = and the sets Y
J
p, &, = , Y
J
p, &, = and
[m0 , m1] are equipped with the metrics d Jp, & , d
J
p, & and the standard metric
on R, respectively, in both cases.
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(iii) Assume that J12. It holds that G& b G& is the identity operator
on Lip(R; [m0 , ))_1j=0 W
j, (R; F(H J& j)_F(H J& j)), and G& b G& is
the identity operator on [u # 1i=0 W
i, (R; HJ+1&i (Rn)); u(t)t #
1i=0 W
i, (R; HJ&i (Rn))].
Proof. The first part of (i) follows immediately from the definition. Let
(A, B)=G0, &(*, ,, ). Then by definition we have
( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!)=2(* |!| 2 |, (!)| 2+*&1 | (!)| 2) (4.12)
(AB )(!)=*&1 | (!)|2&* |!| 2 |, (!)| 2&2i&(!) R(, (!)  (!)). (4.13)
From the above relations and the definition of G0, & , the inclusion relation
that G0, &(*, } , } ) Y Jp, &, =/Y
J
p, &, =$ follows. The other inclusion relation is also
proved by using the relations
|!| 2 |, (!)| 2=&
1
4*
(( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!)&2R(AB )(!))
| (!)| 2=
*
4
(( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!)&2R(AB )(!))
&(!) |!| R(, (!)  (!))=
i
2
(AB &A B)(!).
Inequalities (4.10) and (4.11) follow immediately from (4.12).
We can prove (ii) in the same way.
We easily see that (iii) follows from the definition of G& and G& . K
Lemma 4.3. Let p, =>0, J12 and a, b # R. If (A, B) # Y Jp, &, = , then
(eia |!| &(!)A, eib |!| &(!)B) # Y Jp, &, =$ , where =$=(1+|a&b| )
p =.
Proof. Since |A|=|eia |!| &(!)A| and |B|=|eib |!| &(!)B|, we have only to
estimate &|!| eia |!| &(!)A eib |!| &(!)B&p, &=&ei(a&b) |!| &(!) |!| AB &p, & . Using the
inequality (1+|{+a&b| )(1+|a&b| )1+|{+a&b|+|a&b|1+|{|,
we obtain
} (1+|{| ) p | ei{ |!| &(!)ei(a&b) |!| &(!)|!| AB (!) d! }
=
(1+|{| ) p
(1+|{+a&b| ) p
(1+|{+a&b| ) p } | ei({+a&b) |!| &(!) |!| AB (!) d! }
(1+|a&b| ) p &|!| AB &p, & ,
which implies &ei(a&b) |!| &(!) |!| AB &p, &(1+|a&b| ) p &|!| AB &p, & . Thus we
obtain the assertion. K
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We shall show that for every A , B # Y Jp, &, =( p>1) with sufficiently small
=, equation (TET) has a unique solution.
Proposition 4.1. Let m # C1([0, ); [m0 , )). Let J12, p>1.
There exists a positive constant K11 depending only on p such that if =>0
satisfies
M1(=m0) =K1 m20 , (4.14)
then the following holds.
Let T # R. Assume that (c, A, B) # C1(R)_Lip(R; F(HJ (Rn))_Lip(R;
F(H J (Rn)) be a solution of (TET) with (A , B ) # Y Jp, &, = .
(i) It holds that
c # Cp, $ , where $=
2
m0
M1(=m0) =(2K1m0), (4.15)
(A({), B({)) # Y Jp, &, 6= (4.16)
and
&A( } , {)&2F(H J)+&B( } , {)&2F(H J)2(&A &2F(HJ)+&B &2F(HJ)) (4.17)
for every { # R.
(ii) There exist A\ , B\ # L2(Rn) and c\ # R such that
c({)&c\=O( |{| 1& p) ({  \) (4.18)
&A({)&A\&F(H J)=O( |{| 1& p) ({  \) (4.19)
&B({)&B\&F(H J)=O( |{|
1& p) ({  \). (4.20)
Furthermore, (A\ , B\) # Y Jp, &, 6= , and
c\=m \ 14c\ (&A\&2L2+&B\&2L2)+ . (4.21)
Proposition 4.2. Let m # C2([0, ), [m0 , )). Let J12 and p>1.
Let K1 be the constant in Proposition 4.1. There exists a positive constant
K2K1(1) depending only on p such that if =>0 satisfies
m0 M1 \ =m0+ =+M2 \
=
m0+ =2K2m30 , (4.22)
then the following hold. Let T # [&, ].
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(i) For every (A , B ) # Y Jp, &, = , there exists a solution (c, A, B) #
C1(R)_C1(R; F(HJ (Rn))_C1(R; F(HJ (Rn)) of (TE)T .
(ii) There exists a positive constant E4 depending on p, = and
&A j&2F(H J)+&B j&
2
F(H J) ( j=1, 2) such that if (cj , Aj , Bj) # C
1(R)_
C1(R; F(HJ))_C1(R; F(H J)) is a solution of (TET) with cj # Cp, 3K1m0 and
(A , B )=(A j , B j) # Y Jp, &, = , for j=1, 2, then
&c1&c2 &CpE4 d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2)), (4.23)
d Jp, &((A1({), B1({)), (A2({), B2({)))E4 d
J
p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2)) (4.24)
for every { # [&, ]. The uniqueness of the solution in the class C 1(R)_
C1(R; F(HJ))_C1(R; F(H J)) (such that c # Cp, 3K1m0 in the case T=\)
of (QE) with initial data in Yp, &, = holds.
In the following, we shall prove Propositions 4.1 and 4.2.
Let c be an arbitrary fixed element of C1(I ). For each ! # R, we consider
the ordinary differential equation
{

{
A(!, {)=&q({) e2i |!| &(!) {B(!, {) for (!, {) # Rn_I,
(TET (c, I ))
{
B(!, {)=&q({) e&2i |!| &(!) {A(!, {) for (!, {) # Rn_I,
A(!, T )=A (!), B(!, T )=B (!),
where q({)=c$({)2c({); equivalently;
{
A(!, {)=A (!)&|
{
T
q(s) e2i |!| &(!) sB(!, s) ds for { # I,
(TE $T (c, I ))
B(!, {)=B (!)&|
{
T
q(s) e&2i |!| &(!) sA(!, s) ds for { # I.
In the case I=R, we abbreviate R and write (TET (c)). We show that the
equation (TET (c)) has a unique solution also in the case T=\ as well
as for finite T and that the solution satisfies some estimates:
Lemma 4.4. Let m # C1([0, ), [m0 , )). Let T # [&, ] and fix it.
Let I be a possibly unbounded open interval of R such that I % T. Let J0
and p>1. Let $ be a positive constant such that
$min { 12K3 , 1= m0 , (4.25)
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where
K3=|

&
1
(1+|_| ) p
d_=
2
p&1
. (4.26)
Then the following hold for every (c, A , B ) # Cp, $(I )_F(HJ)_F(H J).
(i) If (A, B) # Lip(I; F(H J)_F(H J)) is a solution of (TET (c, I )),
then
&A( } , {)&2F(H J)+&B( } , {)&
2
F(HJ)2 &A &
2
F(H J)+&B &
2
F(H J)), (4.27)
for every { # I.
(ii) The equation (TET)(c, I ) has a solution (A, B) # C 1(R; F(HJ)_
F(H J)). Furthermore, (A, B) satisfies (4.19) and (4.20) in Proposition 4.1 in
the case I=R.
(iii) Let (cj , (A j , B j)) # Cp, $_F(HJ)_F(H J), and let (Aj , Bj) #
Lip(I; F(HJ)_F(H J)) be a solution of (TET (cj)) with (A , B )=(A j , B j) for
j=1, 2. Then
sup
{ # I
(&(A1&A2)( } , {)&F(HJ)+&(B1&B2)( } , {)&F(H J))
2(&A 1&A 2&F(HJ)+&B 1&B 2&F(HJ))+
8K3 RJ
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) , (4.28)
where RJ=max2j=1[&A j&
2
F(HJ)+&B j&
2
F(HJ)]
12. This fact implies the unique-
ness of the solution of (TET (c, I )).
Proof. (i) First we prove (4.27). From the assumption that c # Cp, $(I )
with $m0(2K3), it follows that
|q|p, I= } c$({)2cj ({)} p, I
$
2m0
(4.29)
and that
&q&L1(I )|
I
1
(1+|_| ) p
sup
{ # I
((1+|{| ) p q({)) d_=K3 |q|p, I
K3$
2m0

1
4
. (4.30)
It follows from (TET (c, I )) that
} { ( |A(!, {)| 2|+|B(!, {)| 2) }4 |q({)| |A(!, {)| |B(!, {)|
2 |q({)| ( |A(!, {)| 2+|B(!, {)| 2).
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From this inequality and (4.30), it follows that
&A( } , {)&2F(H J)+&B( } , {)&
2
F(H J)
(&A( } , T*)&2F(H J)+&B( } , T*)&2F(H J)) e2 |
{
T* |q(_)| d_|
2(&A( } , T*)&2F(HJ)+&B( } , T*)&2F(HJ))
for every {, T* # I. Taking T*=T in the case T # R and T*  T in the case
T=\, we obtain (4.27) in both cases.
(ii) The existence of the solution in the case T # R is trivial. We
prove the existence of the solution in the case T=&. In the case T=,
we can prove it in the same way. For every t # I, let (At , Bt)(!, {) be a solu-
tion of (TEt(c, I )) with the same initial data. Then from (TEt(c)) with
t=T $, T", we see that the following estimates hold for every T $, T" # I with
T $<T":
sup
{ # I
&(AT"&AT $)({)&F(H J)|
T"
T $
|q(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&(BT"&BT $)({)&F(HJ)
+|
T"
T $
|q(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&BT"({)&F(HJ) , (4.31)
sup
{ # I
&(BT"&BT $)({)&F(H J)|
T"
T $
|q(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&(AT"&AT $)({)&F(HJ)
+|
T"
T $
|q(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&AT"({)&F(HJ) . (4.32)
Substitute (4.27) and (4.30) into (4.31) and (4.32), and sum them up. Then
this inequality yields
sup
{ # I
&(AT"&AT $)({)&F(HJ)+sup
{ # I
&(BT"&BT $)({)&F(H J)
4 - 2 |
T"
T $
q(_) d_(&A &F(H J)+&B &F(H J)).
Since I % &, we can take T $, T"  & in the above inequality.
Then, since q # L1(I ), we see that [(AT $ , BT $)] has a limit (A, B) in
C(I; F(HJ)_F(HJ)) as T $  &. It is easy to see that this is a required
solution of (TE&(c, I )).
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Since q=c$(2c) with c # Cp, $(I ), the equation (TET $(c, I )) implies the
existence of A\=lim{  \ A({) and that
sup
{ # I
&A({)&A\&F(HJ)
$
2m0 } |
\
{
(1+|_| )1& p &B(_)&F(HJ) d_ } .
This inequality and the uniform boundedness of B({) in F(HJ) with
respect to { # I (see (4.27)) imply (4.19). We can prove (4.20) in the same
way.
(iii) From the inequality
|(q1&q2)({)|
|c$1({)&c$2({)|
2c1({)
+
|(c1&c2) c$2|
c1c2

|c$1&c$2|
2c1
+
|c$2 |
2c1 c2
|c1&c2 |,
and the assumptions cj # Cp, $(I ) and $m0cj , it follows that
|q1&q2 |p, I
1
2 \
1
m0
+
$
m20+ &c1&c2&Cp(I )
1
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) . (4.33)
Thus, in the same way as in the proof of (4.30), we obtain
&q1&q2&L1(I )
K3
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I) . (4.34)
From (TE$T(c)), it follows that
&(A1&A2)({)&F(H J)&(A1&A2)(T*)&F(H J)
+|
I
|q1(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&(B1&B2)({)&F(H J)
+|
I
|(q1&q2)(_)| d_ sup
{ # I
&B2({)&F(H J) ,
for every {, T* # I. This inequality, (4.27) with (A, B)=(Aj , Bj), (4.30) with
q=qj ( j=1, 2), and (4.34) yield
&(A1&A2)({)&F(HJ)&(A1&A2)(T*)&F(H J)+
1
4
sup
_ # I
&(B1&B2)(_)&F(HJ)
+
- 2 K3RJ
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) .
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This estimate and a similar one for &(B1&B2)({)&F(H J) yield
sup
{ # I
(&(A1&A2)({)&F(H J)+&(B1&B2)({)&F(HJ))
&(A1&A2)(T*)&F(HJ)+&(B1&B2)(T*)&F(HJ)
+
1
2
sup
_ # I
(&(A1&A2)(_)&F(H J)+&(B1&B2)(_)&F(H J))
+
4K3RJ
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) ,
for every {, T* # I. Taking T*=T in the case T # R and T*  T in the case
T=\, we obtain (4.28) in both cases. K
Lemma 4.5. Let m # C1([0, ), [m0 , )). Let T # [&, ] and
fix it. Let I be a possibly unbounded open interval of R such that I % T. Let
J12, p>1 and =>0. Then there exist positive constants K41 and
K51 depending only on p such that if $K4m0 then the following holds:
Let (c, (A , B )), (cj , (A j , B j)) # Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = . Let (A, B) and (Aj , Bj) #
C1(I; L2(Rn)_L2(Rn)) be the unique solutions of (TET (c)) and (TET(cj))
with (A , B )=(A , B ) and (A j , B j) for j=1, 2, respectively. Then the following
estimates hold:
&(A, B)({)&Xp, &6=, (4.35)
d Jp, &((A1({), B1({)), (A2({), B2({)))
3d Jp, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2))+
K5(=+RJ)
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) , (4.36)
for every { # I, j=1, 2, where RJ=max2j=1(&A j&2F(HJ)+&B j&2F(HJ))12.
Proof. Taking K4min[12K3 , 1], every $ with 0<$K4m0 satisfy
(4.25). Thus the assertion of Lemma 4.4 and its proof hold also in this case.
First, for T # R, we estimate &|!| ( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {))&p, & in the same way
as in the proof of Greenberg and Hu [11]. Assume that {T, and put
H(s, {)=|
Rn
ei |!| &(!) s&(!) |!| ( |A(!, {)|2+|B(!, {)|2)(!) d_,
h(s, {)=(1+|s| ) p |H(s, {)|.
Then, by noting the identity h(s, {)=h(&s, {) for every s and {, we have
&|!| ( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {)&p, &=sup
s0
h(s, {). (4.37)
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Thus it suffices to estimate h(s, {) for s0. From (TET (c, I )), it follows
that

{
(AB )(!, {)=&q({) e2i |!| &(!) {( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {), (4.38)

{
( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {)=&4q({) Re(e&2i |!| &(!) {AB (!, {))). (4.39)
Hence we have
|A(!, {)| 2+|B(!, {)| 2
=|A (!)| 2+|B (!)| 2
&2 |
{
T
q(_) d_ (e&2i |!| &(!) _(A B )(!, _)+e2i |!| &(!) _(A B )(!, _)) d_
+2 |
{
T
|
_
T
q(_) q(’) (e2i |!| &(!)(&_+’)+e2i |!| &(!)(_&’))
_(|A(!, ’)|2+|B(!, ’)| 2) d’ d_. (4.40)
Then by Fubini’s Theorem, it follows from (4.40) that
h(s, {)h(s, T )
+2(1+|s| ) p } |
{
T
|
Rn
q(_) ei |!| &(!)(&2_+s)&(!) |!|(A B )(!, {) d! d_ }
+2(1+|s| ) p }|
{
T
|
Rn
q(_) ei |!| &(!)(2_+s)&(!) |!| (A B )(!, {) d! d_ }
+2(1+|s| ) p }|
{
T
|
_
T
|
Rn
q(_) q(’)(H(&2_+2’+s, ’)
+H(2_&2’+s, ’)) d’ d_ }
#h(s, T )+2h1(s, {)+2h2(s, {)+2h3(s, {). (4.41)
We estimate each term in the right-hand side of the above equality. By
definition, we have
|h(s, T )|&|!| ( |A | 2+|B | 2)(!)&p, & for every s # R. (4.42)
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The second term is dominated as
h1(s, {)=(1+|s| ) p } |
{
T
1
(1+|_| ) p (1+|&2_+s| ) p
(1+|_| ) p q(_)
_(1+|&2_+s| ) p |
Rn
ei |!| &(!)(&2_+s) |!| &(!)(A B )(!, {) d! d_ }
|
{
T
(1+|s| ) p d_
(1+|_| ) p (1+|2_+s| ) p
|q|p, I &|!| A B &p, & , (4.43)
for every s # R. We can estimate h2(s, {) and h3(s, {) in the same way as
above to obtain
h2(s, {)|
{
T
(1+|s| ) p d_
(1+|_| ) p (1+|2_+s| ) p
|q|p, I &|!| A B &p, & , (4.44)
h3(s, {)|q| 2p, I \|
{
T
|
_
T
(1+|s| ) p h(&2_+2’+s, ’)
(1+|_| ) p (1+|’| ) p (1+|&2_+2’+s| ) p
d’ d_
_|
{
T
|
_
T
(1+|s| ) p h(2_&2’+s, ’)
(1+|_| ) p (1+|’| ) p (1+|2_&2’+s| ) p
d’ d_+ , (4.45)
for every s # R. By Reed [19, Lemma in p. 78] (see also Greenberg and Hu
[11] and D’Ancona and Spagnolo [6]), we can take a real number K6
such that
sup
s # R
|

&
(1+|s| ) p d_
(1+|_| ) p (1+|2_+s| ) p
K6 , (4.46)
and therefore
sup
s # R
|

&
|

&
(1+|s| ) p d’ d_
(1+|_| ) p (1+|’| ) p (1+|2_+2’+s| ) p
K 26 . (4.47)
Now we take
K4=min { 12K3 ,
1
2K6
, 1= .
Then by (4.29) and that $K4 m0m0 2K6 , we have
K6 |q| p, I
K6$
2m0

1
4
. (4.48)
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For fixed { # I and S # R such that {T and S2T, put
h{(S)= sup
s+2_S
T_{, s0
h(s, _).
Then, for T’_{ and s0 such that s+2{S, we see in the same
way as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 of Greenberg and Hu [11] that
h(&2_+2’+s, ’)h{(S) and h(2_&2’+s, ’)h{(S),
in view of the identity h(s, {)=h(&s, {) for every s and {. Hence by using
(4.42)(4.47), (4.48) and the assumption that (A , B ) # Y Jp, &, = , we derive
from (4.41)
h{(S)&|!| ( |A | 2+|B | 2)&p, &+
1
4
&|!| (A B )(!)&p, &+
1
4 \
K6$
2m0+
2
h{(S)
=+
1
4
h{(S),
which yields h{(S)2=. Since this inequality holds for every ST and { # I
such that {T, we have h(s, _)2= for every s0 and _ # I such that _T.
Hence, the equality (4.37) implies the estimate &|!| ( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {))&p, &
2=, for every { # I such that {T. Considering the case {<T in the same
way, we conclude
sup
{ # I
&|!| ( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, {))&p, &2=. (4.49)
Next, we prove that this inequality also holds for T # [\]. We prove
this in the case T=&. The inequality for T= is proved in the same
way. For T $ # R, let (AT $ , BT $)(!, {) be the solution of (TET $(c, I )) with
the same initial data. Then from the proof of Lemma 4.4 (ii), we see
that (AT $ , BT $)  (A, B) in C(I; F(H J)_F(HJ)) as T $  &. Since
(AT $ , BT $) is a solution with initial value (A , B ) in Yp, &, = at T $ # R, the
above proof is applicable for (AT $ , BT $) to obtain from (4.48) that
(1+|s| ) p ( |AT $(!, {)| 2+|BT $(!, {)| 2)2=,
for every s # R and { # I. Letting T $  & in this inequality yields that
(4.49) holds also in the case that T=&.
In the following, let T # [&, ]. From (4.38) we have
(AB )(!, {)=(A B )(!)&|
{
T
q(’) e2i |!| &(!) ’( |A| 2+|B| 2)(!, ’) d’. (4.50)
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Then by using (4.48), (4.49) and the assumptions that (A , B ) # Y Jp, &, = , we
obtain from (4.50) in the same way as in the proof of (4.42) and (4.43):
sup
{ # I
&|!| (A)(!, {)&p, &
&|!| (A B )(!)&p, &+K6 |q| p, I sup
{ # I
&|!| ( |A| 2+|B| 2)({)&p, &<2=. (4.51)
Inequalities (4.27) with J=0, (4.49), and (4.51) imply (4.35).
Last we prove (4.36). Put
f ({, T )#&|!| ( |A1| 2+|B1| 2&|A2| 2&|B2|2)(!, {)&p, & .
The inequality (4.40) holds also in the case that T # [&, ], by the
definition of the solution in that cases. Thus using (4.33), (4.48) and (4.49),
we obtain the following from (4.40) in the same way as in the proof of
(4.42)(4.45):
f ({, T )&|!| ( |A 1 | 2+|B 1 | 2&|A 2 | 2&|B 2 | 2)&p, &+&|!| (A 1B 1&A 2 B 2)&p, &
+4K6 |q1&q2 |p, I &|!| A 1B 1&p, &+4K 26 |q1 |
2
p, I sup
{ # I
f ({)
+4K 26( |q1 |p, I |q1&q2 | p, I+|q1&q2 |p, I |q2 | p, I)
_sup
{ # I
&|!| ( |A2| 2+|B2| 2)({)&p, &
d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2))+
1
4
sup
{ # I
f ({)+
8K6=
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) ,
for every { # I, and therefore
sup
{ # I
f ({, T )
4
3
d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2))+
32K6=
3m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) . (4.52)
In the same way as in the proof of (4.51), we derive the following
inequality from (4.50) by using (4,33), (4.48), (4.49), and (4.52):
&|!| (A1B1&A2B2 )(!, {))&p, &
&|!| (A 1B 1&A 2B 2 )(!)&p, &
+K6( |q1&q2 |p, I sup
{ # I
&|!| ( |A1 | 2+|B1 | 2)(!, {)&p, &
+K6 |q2 |p, I f ({, T )

4
3
d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2))+
5K6 =
m0
&c1&c2&Cp(I )
for every { # I. (4.53)
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The inequality (4.36) follows from (4.28), (4.52), and (4.53), and the proof
is complete. K
Let T # [&, ] and fix it. Define the mapping 1 on Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, =
by
1(c, A , B )({)=m \ 14c({) &e&i |!| &(!) {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B(!, {)&2L2+ ,
where (A(!, {), B(!, {)) is the unique solution of (TET (c)) given by (ii) and
(iii) of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.6. Let J12, p>1 and =>0. Let K3 and K4 be the constants
in Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, respectively. Let I be an arbitrary interval in
R. Assume that $K4m0 .
(i) Let m # C1([0, ); [m0 , )). Put
$ $=
2M1(=m0) =
m0
. (4.54)
Then the mapping 1 is from Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = to Cp, $ $(I ) and satisfies
sup
{ # I
|1(c1 , A 1 , B 1)({)&1(c2 , A 2 , B 2)({)|

2M1(=m0) - =
m0
(&A 1&A 2&L2+&B 1&B 2&L2)
+
(8K3+1) M1(=m0) =
m20
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) , (4.55)
for every (cj , (A j , B j)) # Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = ( j=1, 2).
(ii) Assume that m # C 2([0, ), [m0 , )). Then there exists a
positive constant K71 depending only on p such that
&1(c1 , A 1 , B 1)&1(c2 , A 2 , B 2)&Cp(I )

K7(m0M1(=m0) =+M2(=m0) =2)
m30
&c1&c2&Cp(I )
+
K7(m0 M1(=m0)(1+=12)+M2(=m0) =32)
m20
_d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2)), (4.56)
for every (cj , (A j , B j)) # Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = ( j=1, 2).
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Proof. Since $K4m0 , the assertions and the proofs of Lemmas 4.4,
4.5 and 4.6 hold. Let (c, (A , B )) # Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = , and let (A, B) be the
unique solution of (TET (c, I )). From the facts that m # C1(R), (c, (A, B)) #
C1(I; [m0 , ))_C1(I; F(H J)_F(H J)), and
&e&i |!| &(!) {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B(!, {)&2L2
=&A(!, {)&2L2+&B(!, {)&
2
L2&2 |
Rn
R(e&2i |!| &(!) {(AB )(!, {)) d!,
we see that 1(c, A , B ) # C 1(I ). Then we have
1 $(c, A , B )({)=m$ \ 14c({) &e&i |!| &(!) {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B(!, {)&2L2+
_\& c$({)4c({)2 (&A(!, {)&2L2+&B(!, {)&2L2
&2 |
Rn
R(e&2i |!| & (!) {(AB )(!, {)) d!+
+
1
4c({) \

{
(&A(!, {)&2L2+&B(!, {)&
2
L2)
+4 |
Rn
R(i |!| &(!) e&2i |!| &(!) {(AB )(!, {)) d!
&2 |
Rn
R \e&2i |!| &(!) { { (AB )(!, {)) d!++ ,
for { # I. Substituting (4.38) and (4.39) into the above equality yields
1 $(c, A , B )({)=&
1
c({)
m$ \ 14c({) &e&i |!| &(!) {A(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B(!, {)&2L2+
_|
Rn
|!| &(!) Im(e&2i |!| &(!) {(AB )(!, {)) d!. (4.57)
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Thus, by using (4.27) with J=0 and (4.51), we obtain
|1 $(c, A , B )|p, I
2M1(=m0) =
m0
.
Hence we have proved that 1(c, A , B ) # Cp, $ $(I ) where $ $ is a number
defined by (4.54).
Let (cj , (A j , B j)) # Cp, $(I )_Y Jp, &, = ( j=1, 2), and put
gj ({)=
1
4c1({)
&e&i |!| &(!) {Aj (!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {Bj (!, {)&2L2 ,
and
1j ({)=1(cj ({), Aj ({), Bj ({))(=m(gj ({))),
for j=1, 2. By (4.27) with (A , B )=(A j , B j), J=0 and the assumption that
cj ({)m0( j=1, 2), we have
gj ({)
=
m0
. (4.58)
Thus there exists g3({)=m0 such that
11({)&12({)=m$(g3({))(g1({)& g2({)). (4.59)
By using the assumption that cj ({)m0 , we have
|g1({)& g2({)|

1
4m0
|&e&i |!| &(!) {A1(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B1(!, {)&2L2
&&e&i |!| &(!) {A2(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B2(!, {)&2L2 |
+
1
4 }
1
c1({)
&
1
c2({) } &e&i |!| &(!) {A2(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B2(!, {)&2L2
#
1
4m0
I1+
1
4
I2 . (4.60)
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By using (4.27) with (A , B )=(A j , B j) and J=0, we have
I1=|&e&i |!| &(!) {A1(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B1(!, {)&L2
&&e&i |!| &(!) {A2(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B2(!, {)&L2 |
_(&e&i |!| &(!) {A1(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B1(!, {)&L2
+&e&i |!| &(!) {A2(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B2(!, {)&L2)
4 - = (&A1(!, {)&A2(!, {)&L2+&B1(!, {)&B2(!, {)&L2),
and
I2
1
m20
|c1({)&c2({)| &e&i |!| &(!) {A2(!, {)&ei |!| &(!) {B2(!, {)&2L2

4=
m20
|c1({)&c2({)|.
Inserting the above inequalities into (4.60) and using (4.28) with J=0, we
obtain
|g1({)& g2({)|
2 - =
m0
(&A 1&A 2&L2+&B 1&B 2&L2)
+
(8K3+1) =
m20
&c1&c2 &Cp(I ) . (4.61)
This inequality together with (4.59) yields (4.55).
From (4.57) it follows also that
|1 $1({)&1 $2({)|
1
c1({)
|m$(g1({))&m$(g2({))|
_} |Rn |!| &(!) Im(e&2i |!| &(!) {(A1B 1)(!, {)) d! }
+ } 1c1({)&
1
c2({) } |m$(g2({))|
_} |Rn |!| &(!) Im(e&2i |!| &(!) {(A1B 1)(!, {)) d! }
+
1
c2({)
|m$(g2({))| } |Rn |!| &(!)
_Im(e&2i |!| &(!) {((A1 B 1)(!, {)&(A2 B 2)(!, {))) d! } .
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Thus, by using (4.58) and the assumption that cj ({)m0( j=1, 2), we have
(1+|{| ) p |1 $1(({)&1 $2({)|

1
m0
|m$(g1({)&m$(g2({))| & |!| (A1 B1)({)&p, &
+
M1(=m0)
m20
&c1&c2&Cp(I ) &|!| (A1B 1)({)&p, &
+
M1(=m0)
m0
&|!| (A1B 1&A2B 2)({)&p, & ,
from which, together with (4.51) and (4.53) in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we
obtain
(1+|{| ) p |1 $1(({)&1 $2({)|

2=
m0
|m$(g1({))&m$(g2({))|+
(4K6+2) M1(=m0) =
m20
&c1&c2&Cp
+
2M1(=m0)
m0
d p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2)). (4.62)
In the case where m is C 2-class, we have
|m$(g1({))&m$(g2({))|=|m"(g4({))(g1({)& g2({))|
M2(=m0) |g1({)& g2({)|.
From this inequality, (4.61) and (4.62), it follows that
|1 $1&1 $2| p, I
(16K3+2) M2(=m0) =2+(4K6+2) m0M1(=m0) =
m30
_&c1&c2&Cp(I )+
4=32M2(=m0)+2m0M1(=m0)
m20
_d 0p, &((A 1 , B 1), (A 2 , B 2)),
which together with (4.55) implies (4.56). K
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let K4 be the constant in Lemma 4.5 and
take K1=K4 3.
(i) First we prove that c({) # Cp, K4m0 . Since (c, A, B) is a solution, it
holds that 1(c, A , B )({)=c({)m0 for every { # R. Thus from (4.57)
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with {=T, A(!, T )=A (!) and B(!, T )=B (!), the assumption that
(A , B ) # Y Jp, &, = and (4.14), it follows that
|c$({)|p, [T, T]
=(1+|T | ) p |c$(T )|=(1+|T | ) p |1 $(c, A , B )(T )|

1
m0
M1 \ =2m0+ (1+|T | ) p } |Rn |!| &(!) Im(e&2i |!| &(!) {(A B )(!)) d! }

M1(=(2m0)) =
m0
K1m0<K4 m0 . (4.63)
Assume that there exists T1>T such that |c$({)|p, [T, T1]>K4m0 . Then by
(4.63) and the continuity of |c$({)|p, [T, {] with respect to {, there exists
T2 # (T, T1) such that
|c$({)|p, [T, T2]=K4m0 . (4.64)
Then c({) # Cp, K4m0([T, T2]), and thus we can apply Lemma 4.6 with
$=K4m0 . Hence from (4.54) of Lemma 4.6 together with (4.14), we have
|c$({)|p, [T, T2]=|1 $(c, A, B)| p, [T, T2]
2M1(=m0) =
m0
2K1 m0<K4m0 ,
which contradicts (4.64). In the case where there exists T1<T such that
|c$({)|p, [T1, T]>K4m0 , the contradiction occurs in the same way. Thus we
obtain that c({) # Cp, K4 m0 . From this fact, we can apply Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6
to this c. By (4.35) in Lemma 4.5, we obtain (4.16). By Lemma 4.6(i), we
have c({)=1(c, A , B ) # Cp, $ , with $ defined by (4.15).
(ii) Since c({) # Cp, $ , as is proved in (i), we have
|c({)&c(T )|= } |
{
0
c$(_) d_ }$ } |
{
0
(1+|_| )&p d_ ds } .
Thus c({) has a limit c\ as {  \ satisfying (4.18).
By (ii) of Lemma 4.4, (4.19) and (4.20) hold. It is easy to see that the set
Y Jp, &, = is closed in F(H
J) for J12. From this fact and (4.16), it follows
that (A\ , B\) belongs to Y Jp, &, 6= , as well as (A({), B({)) does. On the
other hand, since A\(!) B\(!) # L1(Rn), we see that the following for-
mula holds in the same way as in the proof of the RiemannLebesgue
Theorem:
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lim
{  \ |Rn e
i |!| &(!) {A(!, {) B(!, {) d!
= lim
{  \ |Rn e
i |!| &(!) {A\(!) B\(!) d!=0. (4.65)
By using this equality together with (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20), letting
{  \ in (4.2) yields (4.21). K
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let K1 be the constant in Proposition 4.1. Let
K4 and K7 be the constants in Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6, respectively. Put
K2=min[K1 , 1(2K7)]. Assume that = satisfy (4.22) and let $ be the
number defined by (4.15). Then = satisfies (4.14), and as is noted in the
proof of Proposition 4.1, we have $K4m0 .
(i) First we prove existence. Fix (A , B ). By (i) of Lemma 4.6, (4.56)
with A 1=A 2=A , B 1=B 2=B , and by (4.22) with K21(2K7), 1( } , A , B )
becomes a contraction mapping from Cp, $ to Cp, $ . Thus by the contrac-
tion mapping theorem, 1( } , A , B ) has a unique fixed point c # Cp, $ . Then
it is trivial that the corresponding solution (A(!, {), B(!, {)) #
C1(R; F(HJ (Rn)))_C1(R; F(HJ (Rn))) of (TET (c)), given by Lemma 4.4
(ii), is a solution of (TET).
(ii) Since cj is a solution of (TET), it holds that 1(cj , A j , B j)=cj . By
the assumption that cj # Cp, K4m0 , we can apply Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 to cj .
Then the inequality (4.56) in Lemma 4.6 with 1(cj , A j , B j)=cj and (4.22)
with K2K712 yield (4.23). Inserting (4.23) into (4.36) in Lemma 4.5, we
obtain (4.24) for every { # R, by taking E4 large enough. Letting {  +
(or &) of the right-hand side of (4.24), we see that (4.24) remains true
also for {*=\, since & }&p, & is lower semicontinuous in L1(Rn),
The uniqueness of the solution in the class C1(R)_C1(R; F(HJ))_
C1(I; F(HJ)) such that c # Cp, K4m0 , follows immediately from (4.23) and
(4.24). In the case T # R, a solution c satisfies the condition c # Cp, 2K1m0(I )
by Proposition 4.1 (i). Thus, the uniqueness of the solution in the class
C1(R)_C1(I; F(HJ))_C1(I; F(HJ)) holds. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS
Throughout this section, let & be a function on Notation 1.2 and fix it.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix a positive number =3 such that ===3 satisfies
(4.14) in Proposition 4.1. Let =0 be a positive number such that
(M0(=0)+1m0) =0=3 , and assume that ==0 .
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By Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2, (QE) has a unique local solution
(u, ut) # 1i=0 C
i(R; HJ+1&i (Rn)_HJ&i (Rn)) on (&T*, T*), for some
positive T*.
Let (c, A, B)=G&(u), and let (A , B )=G0, &(m(&{,0 &2L2), ,0 , 0) (see
Notations 4.1 and 4.2 for the definitions of G& and G0, & , respectively). Then
(c, (A, B)) # C1(R)_1i=0 C
i (R; F(HJ&i (Rn))_F(H J&i (Rn))) and is a
solution of (TE0), as is stated in Section 4. From this, it follows that
(A, B) # C1(R; F(H J (Rn))_F(HJ (Rn))) .
Multiplying both sides of the equation of (QE) by ut and integrating
it on Rn, we obtain the energy equality
1
2
M(&{u(t)&2L2)+
1
2 "
u(t)
t "
2
L2
=
1
2
M(&{,0&2L2)+
1
2
&0&2L2
#E(,0 , 0), (5.1)
for every t # R. By (5.1) and the fact that M(*)m0*, we have
&{u(t)&2L2
2E(,0 , 0)
m0
, (5.2)
and thus
m0c({)M0 \2E(,0 , 0)m0 + for every { # R. (5.3)
By (i) of Lemma 4.2, (A , B ) # Y Jp, &, =$ , where =$=(M0(=)+1m0) =. By
the assumption of =, we have =$=3 . Therefore by Proposition 4.1(i),
(A({), B({)) satisfies (4.16) with = replaced by =$ and (4.17). Thus, by
Lemma 4.2(ii) together with (5.3), we have u(t)=G&(c, (A, B))(t)=G&, 0(c({),
A({), B({)) # Y Jp, &, =" , where ="=18 max[1m0 , M0(2E(,0 , 0)m0)]=$ and
that &u&HJ+1+&ut&HJ is dominated by a constant depending only on
initial data (,0 , 0) and independent of time. Since the existence time of the
solution in Theorem 4.1 depends only on &u&HJ+1+&ut&HJ , the above
fact implies that a solution exists globally in time and u # Y Jp, &, =" , by the
usual argument. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We use the same notation as in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Let =1 be a positive number such that =1=0 (the positive
number in Theorem 1.1) and that
2E5M1 \2E5m0 +m30 , where E5=M(=1)2+=1 2. (5.4)
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Let (u, ut) # 1i=0 C
i(R; HJ+1&i (Rn)_H J&i (Rn)) be a unique solu-
tion given by Theorem 1.1. Let (c, A, B)=G&(u) and let (A , B )=
G0, &(m(&{,0 & L2), ,0 , 0). Then by (i) of Lemma 4.2, we have
(A , B ) # Y Jp, &, :=/Y
J
p, &, =3
,
where
:=M0(=1)+1m0(M0(=0)+1m0). (5.5)
Then by (ii) of Proposition 4.1, there exist a limit c\ satisfying (4.18) and
a limit
(A\ , B\) # Y Jp, &, 6:= (5.6)
satisfying (4.19) and (4.20).
First we prove (1.4) and (1.5). It follows from the formulas (4.8) and
(4.9) that
&{u(t)&2L2=
1
4c({) \&A({)&2L2+&B({)&2L2
&2 R |
Rn
e&2i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {) B(!, {) d!+ ,
"ut (t)"
2
L2
=
c({)
4 \&A({)&2L2+&B({)&2L2
&2 R |
Rn
e&2i |!| &(!) } {A(!, {) B(!, {) d!+ .
By using (4.65), and letting {  \ in the above two inequalities, we
obtain
lim
t  \
&{u(t)&2=*\ and lim
t  \ "
u(t)
t "
2
L2
=c2\*\ , (5.7)
where *\=(&A\&2L2+&B\&
2
L2)(4c\). Letting t  \ in (5.1) and
the formula c({)=m(&{u({)&2L2) respectively, and using (5.7), we obtain
M(*\)+c2\*\=2E(,0 , 0) and c\=m(*\), (5.8)
respectively and thus it holds that
1
2M(*\)+
1
2m(*\)
2 *\=E(,0 , 0). (5.9)
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By the monotonicity of M and the assumption that (,0 , 0) # Y Jp, &, =1 , it
follows that
E(,0 , 0) 12M(=1)+
1
2=1#E5 . (5.10)
It follows from (5.10) and (5.2) that
*\
2E5
m0
. (5.11)
Put f (*) = m(*)2 * + M(*). Then f $(*) = 2m(*)2+2m(*) m$(*) * 
2m0(m0&M1(2E5 m20) *) for *2E5 m
2
0 . Since M1(2E5 m
2
0) 2E5 m
2
0m0
by the assumption (5.4), we obtain f $(*)>0 for *2E5 m20 , which
together with (5.11) implies *+=*& . This fact, together with (5.7),
(5.8) and (5.9), implies (1.4) and (1.5).
By (5.3) and (5.10), we have
m0cM0 \2E5m0 +#E6 . (5.12)
Let {(t) be the function defined by (4.1). Since c # Cp, $ with p>2 and
$m0 , and
lim
{  \
c({)= lim
t  \
m(&{u(t)&2L2)=c (by (1.6)), (5.13)
we have
1&
c
c({)
=c |
{
\
c$(_)
c(_)2
d_. (5.14)
From this formula, the fact that c # Cp, $ with p>2 and $m0 and (5.12),
it follows that there exists
a\=|
\
0 \1&
c
c({)+ d{=c |
\
0
|
{
\
c$(_)
c(_)2
d_ d{, (5.15)
with
|a\|
$
m20
E6 |

0
|

s
1
(1+_) p
d_ ds
K8E6
m0
, (5.16)
where
K8=|

0
|

s
1
(1+|_| ) p
d_ ds=
1
( p&1)( p&2)
. (5.17)
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The formula t({)={0 d_c(_), (5.15), and (5.14) yield
|{(t)&(c t+a\)|= } |
{
\ \1&
c
c(_)+ d_ } .
Thus, in the same way as in the proof of (5.16), we have
|{(t)&(ct+a\)|
$E6
m0 } |
{
\
|
_
\
(1+|’| )&p d’ d_ }

K8E6
m0
(1+|{| )2& p, (5.18)
for t>0 in the case a+ , and for t<0 in the case a& .
Since (A\ , B\) # Y Jp, &, =3/F(H
J (Rn)_HJ (Rn)) by (5.6), Lemma 4.1
guarantees the well-definedness of a function v\(!, t) as
|!| &(!) v^\(!, t)=
i
2c12
(e&i |!| &(!)(ct+a\)A\
&ei |!| &(!)(ct+a\)B\). (5.19)
Then, we have v\(x, t) # C(R; HJ+1(Rn)) & C1(R; H J (Rn)),
v^\(!, t)
t
=
c12
2
(e&i |!| &(!)(ct+a\) A\+ei |!| &(!)(ct+a\)B\), (5.20)
and v\(x, t)t # C(R; H J (Rn)) & C1(R; HJ&1(Rn)). Furthermore, we
easily see that v\ satisfies (LE; c).
Next we shall prove (1.8&). The formula (1.8+) is proved in the same
way. Since u=G& b G&(u)=G&(c, A, B) by (iii) of Lemma 4.2, relations (4.8)
and (5.19) yield
|!| |u^(!, t)&v^&(!, t)|
= } 12c({(t)) (A(!, {(t))e&i |!| &(!) {(t)&B(!, {(t)) ei |!| &(!) {(t))
&
1
2c
(A& e&i |!| &(!)(ct+a&)&B&ei |!| &(!)(ct+a&)) } . (5.21)
Using (4.18), (4.19), (4.20), (5.18), and that c({)m0 , we can derive
limt  \ &{(u(t)&v&(t))&HJ=0, from (5.21) with the aid of the
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. From (4.9) and (5.20), we obtain
limt   &u(t)t&v&(t)t&H J=0 in the same way.
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From (5.21) and the assumption that c({)m0 , we have
|!| |u^(!, t)&v^&(!, t)|
 }A(!, {(t))2c({(t)) &
A&
2c }+ }
A&
2c
(e&i |!| &(!) {(t)&ei |!| &(!) (ct+a&)) }
+ }B(!, {(t))2c({(t)) &
B&
2c }+ }
B&
2c
(ei |!| &(!) {(t)&ei |!| &(!) (ct+a&)) }

1
2m0
( |A(!, {(t))&A& |+|c({(t))&c | |A&|
+|A& | |i |!| &(!) ({(t)&ct&a&)|+|B(!, {(t))&B&|
+|c({(t))&c| |B&|+|B& | |i |!| &(!) ({(t)&ct&a&)| ).
Thus we have
&{u(!, t)&{v&(!, t)&H J&1
1
2m0
&A(!, {(t))&A&&F(H J&1)
+
1
2m0
|c({(t))&c | &A&&F(HJ)
+
1
2m0
&A&&F(H J) |{(t)&ct&a& |
+
1
2m0
&B(!, {(t))&B&&F(H J&1)
+
1
2m0
|c({(t))&c | &B&&F(HJ)
+
1
2m0
&B&&F(H J) |{(t)&c t&a& |.
This inequality, together with (4.18), (4.19), (4.20), and (5.18), implies that
(&{u(t)&{v&(t)&H J&1)=O( |t| 2& p) as t  \.
The formula (1.15&) for &(ut)(t)&(v& t)(t)&H J&1 is proved in the
same way.
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By definitions (5.19) and (5.20), it holds that
&{,\&2L2
2
+
&\&2L2
2c2
=
&A\&2L2+&B\&2L2
c
. (5.22)
Inserting this relation into (4.21), we obtain (1.10\).
Uniqueness of the solution v\ is trivial.
Formulas (5.19) and (5.20) with t=0 imply
(,\ , \)=G0, &(c , (e&i |!| &(!) a\A\ , ei |!| &(!) a\B\)). (5.23\)
By Lemma 4.3 together with (5.6) and (5.16), we have
(e&i |!| &(!) a\A\ , ei |!| &(!) a\B\) # Y Jp, &, 6:;=
where
;=1+(2K8m0) p.
Hence by using (5.12), we have by (i) of Lemma 4.2 that
(,\ , \) # Y Jp, 6:;#= , where #=3 max[1m0 , E6]. (5.24)
and therefore we obtain W&1\ (Y
J
p, &, =)/Y
J
p, &, 6:;#= . K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let K1 and K4 be the constants in Proposition
4.2 and Lemma 4.5, respectively. Take K0=2K1(=2K4 3). Let =3 be the
constant in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix a positive number =4 such that
===4 satisfies (4.22) in Proposition 4.2 and that =4=3 . Let =2 be a positive
constant such that
2M1(=$2) =2<m30 , =2=4 , and 6}=2=4 , (5.25)
where
=$2=
1
2 \1+
1
m20+ =2
and
}=3 max { 1m0 , E7= , (E7=M0(=$2)). (5.26)
Put
|=3 max { 1m0 , E7+m0= , E2=6}| and E3=
12
m0
}M1(=2 m0).
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(i) We prove (i) of Theorem 1.3 in the case ‘‘&’’. The case ‘‘+’’ is
proved in the same way. Assume that ==2 .
(Step 1) First we show the existence of c satisfying (1.11) and
moreover the Lipschitz continuity of the mapping from (,, ) to c . Put
f (*)=*&m \&{,&
2
L2
2
+
&&2L2
2*2 + .
Then the existence of c which is a solution of f (*)=0 follows from the
fact that f (0)<0 and lim*   f (*)=. Since mm0 , it follows that
cm0 , and thus
&{,&2L2
2
+
&&2L2
2c2

1
2 \1+
1
m20+ ==$2 (5.27)
Subtract (2&) for j=2 from (2&) for j=1. Then by (5.27), we have
|c1, &c2, |M1(=$2) } &{,1&2L2&&{,2 &2L2+&1&
2
L2
c21, 
&
&2&2L2
c22,  }
M1(=$2) \2 - = &{,1&{,2&L2
+
2 - =
m20
&1&2&L2+
2=
m30
|c1, &c2,  |+ .
Since M1(=$2) =M1($2) =2<m30 2 by (5.25), we have
|c1, &c2,  |

2M1(=$2) - =
1&2M1(=$2) =m30 \&{,1&{,2&L2+
1
m20
&1&2&L2+ . (5.28)
The inequality (5.27) and the assumption that mm0 yield
m0c=m(&{,&2L2 2+&&
2
L2 (2c
2
))E7=M0(=$2). (5.29)
This fact and (5.28) imply that the mapping (,, ) to c is Lipschitz con-
tinuous from Yp, &, = to [m0 , E7], (especially c is determined uniquely).
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(Step 2) We describe the solution of (LE, c) by using the
mapping G. Put
(A& , B&)=G0, &(c , ,, ). (5.30)
Then by (5.29) and Lemma 4.2, we have (A& , B&) # Y Jp, &, }= , where } is
the number defined by (5.26).
Let
v=G(c , (A& , B&)),
where c , A& and B& are regarded as constant functions. Then we
easily see that v is the unique solution of (LE, c) with initial value
\v(0), vt (0)+=G0, &(c , A& , B&)=G0, &(c , G0, &(c , ,, ))=(,, ),
here the last equality follows from (i) of Lemma 4.2.
(Step 3) We show the existence of a solution (u& , u& t) of (QE)
satisfying (1.14&), (1.15&) and (1.16&). Then (1.14&) trivially yields
(1.12&). By the assumption that =2=4 , 6}=2=4 , (4.22) and the definition
of K0 , we have E3=K0 . Thus (1.16&) yields (1.13&).
Since }=}=2=4 by (5.25), Proposition 4.2 gives a solution (c({),
(A({, !), B({, !))) # C1(R)_C 1(R; F(HJ (Rn)_F(HJ (Rn)) of (TE&)
with (A , B )=(A& , B&)(# Y Jp, &, }=) such that (A({, !), B({, !)) # Y
J
p, &, 6}=
for every { # [&, ]. Since (c({), (A({), B({))) is a solution of (TET)
with initial value (A(T, !), B(T, !)) # Y Jp, &, 6}= for any fixed T # R, and since
6}=6}=2=4=3 , we can apply Proposition 4.1 to (c({), (A({), B({))).
Then we obtain that
c # Cp, $ , where $=
12}
m0
M1(=m0) =(2K1m0), (5.31)
and that there exists a limit c&=lim{  & c({)(m0) satisfying (4.21).
Put g(*)=*&m((&A&&2L2+&B&&2L2)*). Then (4.21) implies g(c&)=0.
On the other hand, by (i) of Lemma 5.2, we have (,, )=G0, &(c ,
(A& , B&)). Substituting this formula into (1.11), we have g(c)=0.
Since &A&&2L2+&B&&
2
L2}=2 , we have g$(*)1&M1(}=2 m0) }=2 m
2
0
on [m0 , ). By (5.25) and the assumption (4.22) for =4 in Proposition 4.2,
we have M1(}=2 m0) }=2M1(=4 m0) =4<m20 . Thus g$(*)>0 on [m0 , ),
and therefore the solution of g(*)=0 is unique for *m0 . Hence we
obtain c&=c , that is,
c= lim
{  &
c({). (5.32)
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Put
T0=
1
c |
0
& \
c
c({)
&1+ d{, (5.33)
where the integrability is guaranteed in the same way as in the proof of
(5.15), by using (5.32) instead of (5.13) and using (5.31). Then using the
formula t({)={0 d_c(_), we have
{(t&T0)&ct={(t&T0)&c(t&T0)&cT0
=|
{(t&T0)
0 \1&
c
c(_)+ d_&T0c , (5.34)
which together with (5.33) implies that
{(t&T0)&ct=|
{(t&T0)
& \1&
c
c(_)+ d_.
Thus using (5.32) and (5.29) instead of (5.13) and (5.12) respectively, and
using (5.31) also, we obtain
|{(t&T0)&ct|
$E7
m20 |
{(t&T0)
&
|
s
&
1
(1+|_| ) p
d_ ds

K8 E7
m0
(1+|{(t&T0)| )2& p, (5.35)
for every t<T0 , in the same way as in the proof of (5.18). On the other
hand, from the formula {(t)=t0 c({(s)) ds and c({)m0 , we have
|{(t)|m0 |t| . (5.36)
Inequalities (5.35) with p>2 and (5.36) yield
|{(t&T0)&ct|
K8 E7
m0
(1+m0 |t&T0 | )2& p. (5.37)
Let
u*=G&(c, (A, B)) \# ,
1
i=0
Wi, (R; H J+1&i (Rn)+ ,
and put
u(x, t)=u*(x, t&T0). (5.38)
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Then it is easy to see that (u, ut) # 1i=0 C
i(R; H J+1&i (Rn)_
HJ&i (Rn)) and that u is a solution of (QE). From (5.37), it follows that
limt  & ({(t&T0)&ct)=0. Using this fact, we can prove, in the same
way as in the proof of (1.8&) in Theorem 1.2, that the function u defined
by (5.38) tends to the function v=G(c , (A& , B&)) in the sense of
(1.14&), which is the unique solution of (LE; c) with initial value (,, )
(see (Step 2)). The convergence (1.15&) is proved in the same way as in the
proof of (1.9&). From (5.31), it follows that
} ddt m(&{u&(t)&2L2) }= }
d
dt
c({(t&T0)) }
= } d{(t&T0)dt
dc({(t&T0))
d{ }
m(&{u&(t&T0)&2L2) $,
for every t # R, where $=12}M1(=m0) =m0 . From this inequality and the
definition of E3 , (1.16&) follows.
(Step 4) We prove the uniqueness of the solution satisfying
(1.12&) and (1.13&). Let u1=u be the solution constructed above. Let u2
be a solution of (QE) such that (u2 , u2 t) # 1i=0 C
i(R; H J+1&i (Rn)_
HJ&i (Rn)) satisfying (1.12&) and (1.13&). Put
G&(uj)=(cj , (Aj , Bj)), for j=1, 2,
and let {j be the function defined by (4.1) for u=uj ( j=1, 2). Since
M(*)m0*, the energy equality (5.1) and (1&) imply
sup
t # R
&{uj (t)&2L2+sup
t # R "
uj
t "
2
L2
#F(u1 , u2)< (5.39)
for j=1, 2. Thus, we have
|m(&{u1 &2L2)&m(&{u2&2L2)|
2M1(F(u1 , u2)) - F(u1 , u2) &{u1&{u2&L2 .
Using this inequality, the assumption mm0 and (5.39), we derive the
following inequality from the definition of Aj (see Notation 4.1),
&A1({1(t))&A2({2(t))&L2
L \&{u1(t)&{u2(t)&L2+"u1t (t)&
u2
t
(t)"L2+ ,
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where L is a positive constant depending on F(u1 , u2). From this
inequality, (1.12&) with (u& , u& t)=(uj , ujt)( j=1, 2) for the same v,
and from the fact that lim{  & A1(!, {)=A1,  exists in L2(Rn), it follows
that lim{  & A2(!, {)=A2,  also exists with A1, =A2,  in L2(Rn). In
the same way we see that lim{  & B2(!, {)=B2,  exists in L2(Rn), and
B1, =B2,  . Thus (A2,  , B2, )=(A1,  , B1, ) # Y Jp, &, }=/Y
J
p, &, =4
.
On the other hand, since m # C1 and (u2(t), u2(t)t) # 1i=0 C
i(R;
H32&i (Rn)_H 12&i (Rn)), we see by Remark 4.1 that c2({)=
m(&{u2(t2({))&2L2) # C1(R) and (A2 , B2) # C1(R; L2(Rn)), where t2({)=
{0 (1c2(’)) d’. Thus, we have
d
d{
c2({)=
d
d{
m(&{u2(t2({))&2L2)=
dt2
d{
d
dt2
m(&{u2(t2({))&2L2)
=
1
m(&{u2(t2({))&2L2)
d
dt
m(&{u2(t2({))&2L2).
Hence by (1.13&), there exists a real number T1 such that
(1+|{| ) p |c$2({)|K0m03K1m0 ,
for every tT1 . Thus c2 # Cp, 3K1m0((&, T1]). Furthermore we easily see
that (c2 , A2 , B2) is also a solution of (TE&).
From the above facts and that (c1 , (A1 , B1))=(c, (A, B)) is the solution
of (TE&) constructed in (Step 3), we see that (cj , (Aj , Bj)) for j=1, 2
satisfies the assumption for the uniqueness of the solution with T=& in
(ii) of Proposition 4.2. Thus we have (A1 , B1)(!, {)=(A2 , B2)(!, {) for
every {T1 , and especially, (A2 , B2)(!, T1)=(A1 , B1)(!, T1) # Y Jp, &, 6}= . It
follows from (5.25) that 6}==4 . Thus we have by Proposition 4.2(ii) with
T=T1( # R) that (c1({), (A1({), B1({)))=(c2({), (A2({), B2({))) for every
{ # R. Therefore we obtain u1=u2 in H1(Rn) and u1 t=u2 t in
L2(Rn), for every t # R.
Next we prove the uniqueness of the solution satisfying (1.12&) and
(1.17&). In this case, we take =2 satisfying (5.25) and furthermore that
E2}$=2=4 , (5.40)
where }$=3 max[1m0 , M0(E2 =2)]. By (1.17&) and that {(0)=0, we have
m0c2(0)=m(&u2(0)&2L2)M0(E2=). By Lemma 4.2(ii), together with this
inequality and (1.17&), and furthermore by the above assumption on =2 ,
we have (A2(0), B2(0)) # Yp, &, }$E2 =/Yp, &, =4 . Thus by Proposition 4.1(i), we
have c2 # Cp, 2K1m0 as the solution of (TE0) with the initial value
(A2(0), B2(0)). Hence the uniqueness holds in the same way as in the proof
of the uniqueness of the solution satisfying (1.12&) and (1.13&).
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(Step 5) Last we consider the range of W&. By definition,
(,0 , 0)=\u*(&T0), u*t (&T0)+
=G0, &(c({(&T0)), (A(&T0), B(&T0))). (5.41)
Using the fact that c # Cp, $ with lim{  & c({)=c , (5.29) and (4.25), we
have
m0c({)=c+|
{
&
|c$(_)| d_
E7+K3$E7+m0#E8 , (5.42)
for every { # R, where K3 is the constant defined by (4.26). Thus by using
(5.42) with {={(&T0), that (A(&T0), B(&T0)) # Yp, &, 6}= , (ii) of Lemma
4.2 and (5.41), we obtain (,0 , 0) # Y Jp, &, 6}|= Y
J
p, &, E2=
. Thus we obtain
W&(Y Jp, &, =)/Y
J
p, &, E2=
.
(ii) Assume furthermore that ==1E2 . Then by Theorem 1.2 and (i)
of Theorem 1.3, the operator S=W &1+ W& maps Y
J
p, &, = to Y
J
p, &, E1E2 =
.
We shall prove the continuity of S.
Let (,, ) # Y Jp, &, = . Let c be the number determined uniquely by (1.11)
(see (Step 1) of proof of Theorem 1.3(i)), and let (A& , B&) be the
element defined by (5.30).
Let (c({), (A({), B({))) be the unique solution of (TE&) with
(A , B )=(A& , B&) and let u*=G&(c, A, B). Let T0 be the number
defined by (5.33). Then by the proof of Theorem 1.3(i), we see that
(u*(t&T0), u*(t&T0)t) tends to the solution of the linear equation with
initial value (,, ) as t tends to &.
On the other hand, since (c, A, B)=G& b G&(c, A, B)=G&(u*) by (iii) of
Lemma 4.2, we can apply the proof of Theorem 1.2 to u* and (c, A, B). It
follows from (5.32) that c determined by (1.6) for u* equals c deter-
mined by (1.11). Thus we can define v+ by (5.15) and (5.19), without con-
fusion. Then from the proof of Theorem 1.2, we see that (v+(t), v+(t)t)
tends to (u*(t), u*(t)t) in HJ_HJ&1 as t tends to +. Thus
(v+(t&T0), v+(t&T0)t) tends to (u*(t&T0), u*(t&T0)t) in
HJ_HJ&1 as t tends to +.
From the above two facts, we see that S(,, )=(,+ , +)=(v&(&T0),
v&(&T0)t), where
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|!| , +(!)=|!| v^+(!, &T0)
=
i
2c12
(e&i |!| &(!) bA+&ei |!| &(!) bB+), (5.43)
 +(!)=
v^\(!, &T0)
t
=
c12
2
(e&i |!| &(!) bA++ei |!| &(!) bB+), (5.44)
c= lim
{  \
c({),
b=&c T0+a+=|
+
& \1&
c
c({)+ d{. (5.45)
By (5.28) and the Lipschitz continuity of G0, & stated in (ii) of Lemma
4.2, we see that the mapping (,, ) [ (A& , B&) is Lipschitz continuous
from Y Jp, &, = equipped with the metric d
J
p, & to Y
J
p, &, }= equipped with the
metric d Jp, & . By (ii) of Proposition 4.2, we have that the mapping
(A& , B&) [ (c( } ), (A+ , B+)) is Lipschitz continuous from Y Jp, &, }=
equipped with the metric d Jp, & to Cp_Y
J
p, &, 6}= equipped with the metric
& }&Cp_d
J
p, & . Thus by noting (5.31) and (5.42), the continuity of S follows
if we prove that the mapping (c( } ), (A+ , B+)) [ (,+, +) is con-
tinuous from (Cp, $ & L(R; [m0 , E8]))_Y Jp, &, 6}= equipped with the metric
& }&Cp_d
J
p, & to H
J+1(Rn)_HJ (Rn).
We only prove that the mapping (c( } ), (A+ , B+)) [ ,+ is con-
tinuous from (Cp, $ & L(R; [m0 , E8]))_Y Jp, &, 6}= to H
J+1(Rn). The
continuity of the mapping (c( } ), (A+ , B+)) [ + from (Cp, $ &
L(R; [m0 , E8]))_Y Jp, &, 6}= to H
J(Rn) is proved in the same way. Let
(cj ( } ), (Aj, + , Bj, +)) # (Cp, & & L(R; [m0 , E8]))_Y Jp, &, 6}= , let ,j, + and
j, + be the functions defined by (5.43) and (5.44) respectively, and let
bj, + be the number defined by (5.45), for j=1, 2. Then we have
&,1, +&,2, + &HJ+1
 } 12c121,  &
1
2c122,  } (&A1, +&F(HJ)+&B1, +&F(H J))
+
1
2m120
(&A1, +&A2, +&F(H J)+&B1, +&B2, +&F(H J))
+
1
2m120
&(e&i |!| &(!) b1, +&e&i |!| &(!) b2, +)(1+|!| )J A2, +&L2
+
1
2m120
&(ei |!| &(!) b1, +&ei |!| &(!) b2, +)(1+|!| )J B2, +&L2 . (5.46)
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Since |c1, &c2,  |=lim{   |c1({)&c2({)|&c1&c2&L(R) , it is trivial
that the first and the second terms of the right-hand side of the above tend
to 0 if &c1&c2&L(R)+d
J ((A1, + , B1, +), (A2, + , B2, +)) tends to 0.
From (5.45) and (5.14), we have
b1, &b2, =|
+
&
|
{
& \c1, 
c$1(_)
c1(_)2
&c2, 
c$2(_)
c2(_)2+ d_ d{. (5.47)
Since
} c1,  c$1(_)c1(_)2&c2, 
c$2(_)
c2(_)2 } }
c$1(_)
c1(_)2 } |c1, &c2,  |+
c2, 
c1(_)2
|c$1(_)&c$2(_)|
+
|c$2(_)|
c1(_)2 c2(_)2
(c1(_)+c2(_)) |c1(_)&c2(_)|,
we obtain the following inequality, by using the assumption that c # Cp, & &
L(R; [m0 , E8])),
} c1,  c$1(_)c1(_)2&c2, 
c$2(_)
c2(_)2 } p

$
m20
|c1, &c2,  |+
E8
m20
|c$1&c$2 | p+
2$E8
m40
&c1&c2 &L .
It follows from this inequality and (5.47) that
|b1, &b2, ||
+
&
|
{
&
(1+|_| )2& p d_ d{ \ $m20 +
E8
m20
+
2$E8
m40 + &c1&c2&Cp .
This inequality implies that |b1, +&b2, +| tends to 0 if &c1&c2&Cp tends
to 0. Thus the third term of the right hand side of (5.46) tends to 0 when
&c1&c2 &Cp tends to 0, with the aid of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem. The convergence of the fourth term of (5.46) is proved in the
same way, and the proof is complete. K
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